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Regent chair
postpones
Fri. meeting
Delay may go against
Kentucky law on when
regents must meet
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
The Murray State Board of
Regents is again split — this
time over whether the decision
to postpone Friday's meeting is
in the best interest of the university. Plus, the delay may deviate
from state law.
Regents
chairwoman
Marilyn
Buchanon said
in an all-campus
e-mail
Tuesday morning, which also
was distributed
to the media,
that she has
concerns about
the legality of
Buchanon
of
Court
Appeals Judge
Jeff Taylor's recent appointment
to the board and is therefore
postponing the meeting. A related lawsuit on the appointment
process is pending.
With postponing the meeting,
she said any decisions that
would typically be made at the
regents' September meeting
could wait until a meeting
scheduled possibly in late
October.
"Under these unfortunates
circumstances and in the midst
of this confusion, we do not
think it wise to hold a board
meeting this week," Buchanon
said in the e-mail. "To hold a
meeting now may well call into
question decisions we would
make in the meeting and
undoubtedly will result in undue
negative publicity that the university should avoid if possible.When reached at her home
Tuesday morning, Buchanon
said the e-mail would speak for
itself and that she would have no
other comments.
Last week, MSU interim
President Dr. Tim Miller told the
Ledger & Times that Taylor
would be sworn in at 9:30 a.m.
Friday. Committee meetings
were scheduled to start at 9:45
a.m. and the full board was to
meet at 1:30 p.m. in Pogue
Library. Miller said Taylor
would be welcomed onto the
university board.
Taylor said being sworn in is
ceremonial. He has an executive
order from the governor and a
conunission from the secretary
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of state, meaning
he's
appointed to
the board. He
said should a
court rule otherwise, he'll
resign.
"I am a valid
TOM BERRY/Ledger 8. Times
member until a
Murray-Calloway County school and law enforcement officials are reminding the public not to pass a school bus when the red,
court says othTaylor
flashing stop signs are out and children are either boarding or leaving a school bus. Those caught doing so could face the loss
erwise. I am not
sure our board is in a position to of their driver's license and even jail time for a single offense; not to mention risking the life of a child.
question that," Taylor said
Tuesday. "... The board doesn't
select its own members. The
governor appoints those. Our
board simply doesn't have the
ability to pick and choose its By TOM BERRY
attending Murray Elementary help me in that situation and since, but that's what the letter
members."
Staff Writer
School passing school buses on reminded them what the county was about," Rogers said,
Even so, Taylor said
Both Murray and Calloway Poplar Street in the mornings attorney told me that it's not a "We've also had a problem at a
Buchanon told him about her County school officials, as well and afternoons. There have also normal traffic violation."
couple of our pre-school centers
decision Monday night — the
as local law enforcement, are been reports from bus drivers
Apparently MES parents at the university too, and then
same time she talked with the
notifying drivers that they must that the same problem exists were not exiting the area from sometimes out on the streets."
other regents. He also said her
Janet
not
pass school buses while elsewhere in the county where Broach Street to -Main Street,
Principal
MES
public comments didn't reflect
but were turning east on Poplar Caldwell said she wanted parloading or unloading children drivers ignore warning lights .
what she told him.
Street and passing the buses. ents to be aware of the situation
"I understand what she said, under any circumstances; a and the law.
"We've had a problem when Rogers said a teacher now for the sake of children's safety.
although I don't understand her warning that, unfortunately, has
to be repeated school year after they were unloading in the patrols the area and a Murray
"It doesn't happen a whole
rationale," he said.
morning that they were passing Police officer assigned to route lot, but our drivers have reported
In addition to Taylor, some of school year.
the other 11 regents disagree
Murray Superintendent Bob the buses with the stop-arm traffic has been alerted to the it to us," Caldwell said."We just
with Buchanon's decision to Rogers said bus drivers have out," he said. "So I wrote the problem.
postpone the meeting.
"I haven't heard anything III See Page 2A
reported parents of children parents a letter asking them to
"I learned of the postponement Monday evening and during the night concerns came to
mind. I was not the only board
member to contact our chairperson Tuesday morning suggesting that the meeting be held as
scheduled," regent Vickie Travis
said. "It is unfortunate there was
not time allowed for communication and discussion."
Buchanon's decision for the
regents not to meet this week
raises additional questions. KRS
By TOM BERRY
164.330 says a university board
Staff Writer
must meet within 30 days of a
Murray State University's Women's Center is observing its 16th
new member appointment. Gov.
annual
B.E. S.A.F.E. week this week in an effort to make students
Ernie Fletcher appointed Taylor,
public aware of the threat of rape and sexual assault.
and
the
of Owensboro, on Sept. 2 after
B.E. S.A.F.E. stands for "Be Educated about a Sexual Assault
former regents chairman Don
Free Environment." Chantell Waters, a graduate assistant and
Sparks' six-year term expired at
spokesman for the center and the program, said Tuesday that they
the end of June.
hope the program will raise awareness of the threat that is one of the
Also KRS 164.340 requires
most under-reported crimes in the countryAçgording to MSU stathe regents to meet quarterly.
tistics, 25 percent of women and about 15 prcent of men will be
MSU's board typically meets in
sexually assaulted in their lifetime.
"To me, if there is one there is a problem," Witers said."We just
February, May, September and
want to prevent any future cases and to help students that may not
Postponing
December.
have reported it or don't know what to do if they have been victimSeptember's meeting until
ized and to provide resources for that."
October means the regents
According to MSU statistics for the years 2002-2005 provided by
wouldn't meet in this current
Murray State University Police through the Women's Center, there
quarter from July to September.
were 10 "forcible sex offenses" reported with most taking place
Both those statutes are cited
inside residential colleges while one "non-forcible" sex offense has
occurred. There were no incidents of stalking reported on the camSI See Page 2A
pus for the period.
According to national statistics compiled by the American
Association of University Women,(AAUW):
3-DAY FORECAST
— 65 percent of rape and sexual assault offenses are unreported,
making sexual assault the "silent epidemic."
Friday
Tonight
— 25 percent of women will be raped during their college career.
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
— Three percent of college women have experienced rape of
t‘
41i
eirl",
SEE YOU AT THE POLE: Approximately 30 Calloway
attempted rape during the academic year. This means, for example,
that a campus with 6,000 coeds will have an average of one rape per
County High School students, teachers and staff gathered
day during the school year.
at the flagpole in front of the high school this morning to
— 13 percent of women are stalked during the academic year,
40% Clow
90% Chalice
ceremony.
participate in the annual "See You at the Pole"
and each stalking episode lasts an average of 60 days.
The theme of this year's event was"Be Still and Know that
—90 percent of women know the person who sexually assaulted
I am God." Students at other local schools, such as
Murray Middle, also participated in similar events.

Officials repeat bus warning

MSU urging
students to
`B.E. S.A.F.E.'

11

PARENTS,
Are You
Setting A
Good Example?
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From Front
want all of our parents to work
with us for the safety of our children."
Apparently the dangerous
offense exists elsewhere in the
county. Mike Johnson, director
of transportation for Calloway
County Schools, said bus drivers
and the children in their care
face the same problem.
"I'm will say that we have
someone everyday running stop
arms," Johnson said. -They put
out those stop arms and people
pay no attention. As far as in
town, Chestnut Street is probably our worst one ... people on
cell phones. They will buzz right
by and never stop."
Johnson said bus drivers are
trained to wait until traffic is
safe before signaling children to
cross the roadway, but sometimes the younger children will
see the bus and start running.
'That's a problem we always
have and it's always a danger,"
Johnson said. "We're really fortunate that we have not had an
accident or an injury in our area.
We've been very fortunate."
County Attorney David
Harrington said passing a school
bus while loading or unloading
children is a Class B misdemeanor. "It's more than a traffic
offense. It can actually call for
jail time," he said. "It carries six

points on a ticket and is much
more senous."
Harrington said drivers need
to be aware of school buses in
the early morning and afternoon
and be particularly cautious.
"I think that a lot of times
they are not thinking at the
moment because they are in a
hurry to get to work or drop their
children off or something," he
said. "They just need to be
aware of the greater consequences."
According to the National
Coalition for School Bus
Safety's 35th Annual National
School Bus Loading and
Unloading Survey, 20 children
were killed nationwide by drivers passing school buses in
2005; more than double the
number reported the previous
year with 15 states reporting at
least one fatality.
Five to six-year-old students
comprised the majority of those
killed. Three-fourths of all fatalities were female. Twelve of the
20 total fatalities occurred in the
afternoon while students were
exiting buses, 17 were reported
during dry road conditions, 15
occurred on city streets and 14
occurred during clear weather.
All but one of the fatalities
occurred during daytime with 12
occurring in urban and eight
occurring in rural areas.

From Front
or raped them.
— 75 percent of the time, the
offender, the victim, or both
have been drinking.
— 42 percent of college
women who are raped tell no
one about the assault.
— 5 percent of rape incidents
are reported to the police.
— 10 times more rapes are
reported to crisis lines than are
reported to police.
— 42 percent of raped
women expect to be raped again.
The reported impact on victims include the transmission of
sexually transmitted disease,
chronic physical and psychological problems, including an
increased risk of suicide, leading
to solicitation of mental health
treatment.
The Women's Center has
scheduled several events and
speaking engagements as part of
the effort. Last night, a mock
trial was scheduled in Freed
Curd auditorium by MSU's
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Mock Trial Team titled "No
FLIPPED
VEHICLE:
personnel
and
Calloway
County
Fire-Rescue
stand-by following a
Witness."
one-vehicle accident on Ky. 121 North at Fairgrounds Road around 11:15 a.m. Tuesday
For the remainder of the
that reportedly injured the driver, according to Chief Deputy Dennis McDaniels from the
week, informational tables have
been set up at MSU's Curris
Calloway County Sheriff's Department. The dnver, whose name was not available, was
Center and the film "No Visible
taken to Murray-Calloway County Hospital where he was treated and released. The
Bruises" will be shown between
driver was then charged with DUI and dnving on a suspended licensed and taken to
4-5 p.m. today in the auditorium
Calloway County Jail.
to be followed by a panel discussion.
On Thursday, the Residential
Colleges Association and MSU
HEAT will present the play "Are
You Afraid of the Dark." The
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — takenly turned onto a runway said UK spokesman Matt
play is scheduled for 7:30 p.m.
in Faculty Hall Room 208. The family of a Virginia woman that was too short and tried to Cantor.
White Ribbon Day will take killed last month in the crash of take off. The plane crashed in a
If the surgery goes well,
place on Friday. Members of Comair Flight 5191 has sued the field just beyond Lexington's Polehinke could leave the hospiMSU athletic teams and frater- airline.
Blue Grass Airport.
tal within a few days, he said.
nities will be passing out white
Kathleen Moscoe, the mother
Federal officials have been
"Next week is the time frame
ribbons at the Curris Center of Cecile Moscoe, filed the suit looking into how the plane we're shooting for," Cantor
said.
from I() a.m. until 1 p.m. in in U.S. District Court in ended up on the 3,500-foot-long
Polehinke will undergo
observance of B.E. S.A.F.E. Lexington on Tuesday, accusing runway,
the shortest of two run- months of rehabilitation after
week.
Comair of negligence.
ways at the Lexington airport leaving the hospital, he said.
The program will conclude
The suit says Cecile Moscoe and meant only for small planes.
Polehinke's family said this
on Monday, Oct. 2, with the pinsuffered
"conscious pain and
Also, the co-pilot who sur- week that doctors had amputatwheel project in the Quad from
II a.m. until 5 p.m. Afterward suffering" when the plane went vived Comair Flight 5191 ed Polehinke's left leg. He also
the "Take Back the Night" pro- down and quickly burned, kil- underwent another surgery has undergone surgery to repair
today and could be released fractures on his right leg and
gram and a candlelight march is Bing 49 people.
So far, a half-dozen lawsuits from the hospital as early as next foot.
scheduled for 5:30 p.m. on the
stage at Lovett Auditorium. The have been filed in federal court week.
His family has said that
march will conclude in the against Comair.
James Polehinke, the lone Polehinke doesn't remember the
Curris Center Listening Lounge
The regional jet left the gate survivor in the crash, was in sur- events of the crash. A Lexington
where the opening ceremony for before dawn Aug. 27 with 50 gery at University of Kentucky
police officer pulled Polehinke
the clothesline project will take people aboard. The pilots mis- Hospital for
a spinal fracture, out of the charred wreckage.
place.
The
pinwheel
project
involves placing pinwheels
labeled with the initials of sexual assault victims on the grounds
more bad press to a university charged with making recomat the quad, while the clothesline From Front
that otherwise has much to brag mendations remains unclear.
project involves hanging Tshirts made by assault victims in MSU's Board of Regents about.
"We expected an appointlabeled with written messages bylaws.
'This is another problem for ment to the board position vacatconcerning their suffering and
"One concern is that we may Murray State," Stricter said. ed by Don Sparks in late June,
the victims statement concern- not be following Kentucky "We are again in the newspapers but it was delayed
and there has
ing the incidents.
statutes and our board bylaws if over a possible problem. We been continuing uncertainty and
"It's sort of like we're airing we
don't meet soon," Travis prefer we are in the newspapers confusion about it," Buchanon
the society's dirty laundry,"
said.
for good things."
said in the e-mail. "... The legalWaters said.
Stricter said the board — and ity of the highly usual process
Regent Bill Adams said the
For more information, contact 809-3140. The office is university needs to move for- the university as a whole — can used to select Murray State's
ward with governance matters. overcome disagreements, but board member has been queslocated at 100 Ordway Hall.
"I am disappointed we aren't doing so will require some deci- tioned, and in fact a suit has
going to meet Friday because I sions, most of which officially been filed in Franklin Circuit
believe it will be in the best have to be made in a public set- Court to clarify the process."
interest of the university for the ting in accordance with state
The three original nominees
In a story Tuesday about a board to meet,"
open meeting laws.
he said.
—
Kenneth Shadowen of
two-vehicle on Ky. 94 East on
"I think we are going to be Benton, and Pete Galloway and
Postponing Friday's meeting
Sunday, a Murray-Calloway
County Hospital spokeswoman comes on the heels of other able to move forward, but some Sharon Green, both of Mayfield
controversy. decisions may need to be made. — sued the governor and nomisaid Jimmie McKinney, 55, of inter-board
Kirksey, mistakenly said he was Multiple times in the last school So many things we have to nating committee, saying one of
treated and released. Actually, year, regents have clearly dis- decide have to be done in a pub- them should be appointed to the
McKinney was transferred to agreed on whether to settle a lic meeting," Strieter said before board. Buchanon said a hearing
Vanderbilt Medical Center, beach of contract lawsuit former addressing postponing Friday's is scheduled for Oct. 23; howevwhere he was undergoing sur- MSU athletic director E.W. meeting. "It's an unfortunate sit- er a Franklin Circuit Court
gery at press time this morning, Dennison filed against the uni- uation — something we'll get spokesman said the next court
according to a hospital versity in February 2005. Then through, but right now it con- date is Oct.
16.
spokesman.
in May, the board hired Dr. cerns all of us."
"By rescheduling our meetRandy Dunn as the university's
Taylor's appointment was ing after the hearing date, it will
The Murray Ledger & Times next
president on a controversial delayed after Fletcher rejected enable us to see what the court
strives to ensure accurate and
7-4 vote.
two sets of three names the post- does and assure that we follow
fair reporting; however misDr. Terry Strieter, who repre- secondary nominating commit- the law," Buchanon said. "We
takes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct sents MSU's faculty on the tee forwarded to him as nomi- envision being able to set anotherrors. To report a news mistake board, said having the board nees. Taylor was on a third set of er meeting shortly after that
split on another matter brings names, but whether that list was date."
or ern)r, please call 753-1916.
approved by the committee

Sixth lawsuit filed in plane crash

II Postpones ...

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times

Murray Elementary School students board a bus Monday
afternoon safely under the watchful eye of teachers and
administrators. However both Murray Independent and
Calloway County school officials are reporting that some drivers are running warning lights when buses are loading or
unloading and putting the safety of the children at risk.
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Complaint against Fletcher dismissed
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KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger 8 Times

RECOGNITION FOR 439TH: Michael
Pape, Congressman Ed Whitfield's distnct
director, above, recognized Murray's 439th
Military Police unit during a Republican
event Tuesday night at the National Guard
Armory. Pape later stumped for Whiffield
and why he should be re-elected to another term representing Kentucky's First
District in Washington, D.C. At left,
Republican Linda Avery, who is running for
circuit court clerk, talks to a partisan crowd
at the Armory. In addition to Avery, county
judge-executive candidate Kenny Imes
spoke and many judicial candidates
worked the crowd.

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) ---Gov. Ernie Fletcher's use of a
state
Republican-funded
Blackberry did not violate
Kentucky's campaign finance
laws, an elections panel ruled
Tuesday.
The Kentucky Registry of
Election Finance dismissed a
complaint by Richard Beliles,
director of the watchdog group
Common Cause of Kentucky,
which claimed Fletcher's use of
the GOP-funded device was a
violation of the state's campaign
finance laws. However, registry
officials agreed there was not
probable cause to show impropriety on Fletcher's part and dismissed it.
Beliles, a former registry
member himself, filed the complaint in May after Fletcher told
reporters he had stopped using a
state-funded BlackBerry, which
is an electronic device used for
e-mail and phone calls. Beliles'
complaint came a week after
Fletcher was indicted on charges
alleging his administration
rewarded political supporters

with protected Mate jobs after he
took office in 2003.
Beliles, among other things,
said Fletcher did not properly
report the GOP-provided device
as a campaign contribution.
Bellies said Fletcher should
have reported the BlackBerry
an in-kind contribution to his
gubernatorial campaign.
Fletcher told reporters in
April that instead of using the
state-funded BlackBerry, he
used one paid for with campaign
funds.
In papers filed with the registry, Fletcher later claimed the
device was actually a gift from
the state Republican Party for
him to use on "non-campaign
related matters." Fletcher also
said the BlackBerry was given
to him as a member of the state
GOP and not as a gubernatorial
candidate, and not something
that state law requires disclosed
on campaign finance reports.
At the time, Fletcher had
already filed candidacy papers
to run for a second term with It.
Gov. Steve Pence. Since then,
Pence has dropped off the ticket
and been replaced by Robbie

Rudolph, Fletcher's executive
secretary of his cabinet.
"There is no evidence, absent
secondhand accounts. that campaign funds were used to purchase this BlackBerry device or
provide service. It appears that
this allegation was based on a
misstatement to the media by
respondent Fletcher," according
to the registry's report.
E-mails and messages sent
via Fletcher admirustration
BlackBerry devices were
at the center of the attorney general's investigation.
The case against Fletcher was
dismissed last month after a
judge signed off on an agreement between Fletcher and
Attorney General Greg Stumbo.
But Bellies told the registry
his complaint was not politically
motivated.
Instead, Bellies said, the registry's decision may create a
loophole in Kentucky's finance
laws that allows multiple outside groups to hide donations to
candidates by calling them
"gifts."
"This opens up a huge loophole," Beliles said.

Miller featured on 'Roundabout Murray
Dr. Tim Miller is almost half way through his may be found saying en garde in one of the caminterim presidency and has nothing but good pus's newest Organization, the Rapier Academy.
things to Say about Murray State University.
Roundabout Murray is a weekly 30-minute
Roundabout Murray's host, Jim Carter, interviews video magazine of Murray State University that
Dr. Miller to learn what he plans to do to make brings the community up-to-date with area events.
Murray State the best it can be, with the two Every week Roundabout Murray exhibits the
months that he has left as interim president.
accomplishments of the community with guest
Constitution Day brought congressmen and from the local region.
Kentucky Supreme Court Judge William E.
Roundabout Murray airs on UPN -The Beat"
McAnulty to Murray. Mandy Main speaks with Wednesday's at 11:30 p.m.; New Wave (Channel
McAnulty as she walks you through the two-day 19) Sundays at 8 a.m., noon and 7 p.m., and
event.
Wednesdays at noon and 5 p.m.; WCKV-TV
Also on campus is the Mr. MSU pageant. (Charter channel 10); Murray Electric System
Kristin Watson, coordinator, discusses all of the (Channel 15) Wednesdays at 6 p.m.; MSU TVins and outs of the event.
lion Tuesdays and Fridays at 6 p.m.; and
Campus life doesn't stop with Mr. MSU, Phil MediaComm on Sundays at 8 a.m., noon and 7
Dishon explores why some Murray State students p.m., and Wednesdays at noon and 5 p.m.

TOM BERRY/Ledger 8 Times

BOOK-ED ENGAGEMENT: Circuit Judge Bill Cunningham, a candidate for the
Kentucky Supreme Court, center, signs one of his latest books as he speaks to supporters during a political pep rally and hot-dog social at Playhouse in the Park pavilion
Tuesday afternoon. Cunningham now serves as judge for the state's 56th circuit.

The Kentucky Safe Routes to School Program is encouraging
parents to help improve the health and fitness of their children
by letting them walk or ride bikes to school.. and to get Moms
and Dads to join them.
Walking or biking produces a number of benefits:
• Increases physical activity -Jaycee and more
kids today are not getting enough exercise
• Helps the environment - fewer cars means
less pollutants
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• Promotes safety - presents an opportunity
to learn about pedestrian and biking safety;
plus there is less traffic congestion
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• Adds family time - a few more minutes for
parents and children to spend together
Communities participating in the Kentucky Safe Routes to
School Program are doing a variety of things to show their
support, from installing new sidewalks, signage and crosswalks to educational programs stressing the importance of
physical activity and pedestrian safety.
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A Bookish
Gift
One of the main goals in any humanities-based course
such as history or literature — is to foster a student's appreciation for the written word. This semester, students in my
American history survey classes must write formal book
reviews. Students choose books on American history topics that interest them, and
then they analyze the books they have chosen. They identify and critique the
author's thesis and major arguments, the
author's use of source materials, and the
author's writing style.
The whole exercise is designed to further
specific skills that budding historians must
master: critical thinking, critical reading,
and clear, cogent writing. It is also hoped
James Duane that the exercise of book review writing
will somehow spur on an interest in how
Belie
books are written, how ideas make it to a
printed page. Students in humanities classes — and all students for that matter — should learn to
love books. Such a love enriches one's life no matter what
field or occupation or calling one decides on.
In 2004, Raymond Danowski presented a gift to Emory
University. A gift of books. Not a book, mind you, but
books. Sixty thousand of them!
The New York Times reported in a Sept. 29, 2004 article
that as a disgruntled teenager growing up in the Bronx.
Danowski worked after school shelving books in the
Burgess-Carpenter Library at Columbia University. It was
there that he learned to love and cherish books.
"The corridors were lined with books." he said, "and
there were reading rooms with large tables, and windows
looking out on trees." Along with other student workers,
Danowski remembered that "we'd push carts around and then
we'd disappear and start reading. I'd read for an hour and
then get caught, and go back to shelving, and then find
another place and read."
"It was the first time, he said, that he understood books
to be a sanctuary."
"It was like an oasis for me." he recalled.
As an adult, Danowski continued to cultivate his love for
books, not just reading them, but collecting them, thousands
of them. Eventually, he collected what has been described
as "the largest English-language poetry collection ever put
together by an individual." The collection includes works by
T. S. Eliot. William Butler Yeats, Emily Dickinson, William
Carlos Williams, and James Merrill, and an 1855 edition of
Walt Whitman's Leaves of Grass. Danowski especially loves
W. H. Auden and his collection includes over a thousand
Auden volumes, "the most complete collection of that poet's
work- ever assembled.
Danowski did not just collect the books to be collecting
them. He had a larger, more important, plan in mind. He
wanted to give them away! He wished to provide assistance
for others, for students intent on reading and studying the
riches between the covers, the treasures contained in the
pages, in the words. "A teaching library, one that a grad
student could use for doctoral research," Danowski revealed.
"That's what I set out to make."
Winston Churchill has written that "if you cannot read all
your books, at any rate handle, or as it were, fondle them—
peer into them, let them fall open where they will, read
from the first sentence that arrests the eye, set them back on
the shelves with your own hands, arrange them on your own
plan so that if you do not know what is in them, you at
least know where they are. Let them be your friends; let
them at any rate be your acquaintances."
History and literature and other humanities-based classes at
Murray State help students develop a life-long love affair
with books. "If you cannot read all your books, at any rate
handle . . . 'them], peer into them."
Or like Raymond Danowski, give them away.
James Duane Bolin is a history professor at Murray State
University.
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Information from Interrogation
Five years after September
11, 2001. we have yet to be
attacked again on American
soil.
In the days and weeks
immediately
following
9/1 1, almost
no one
believed
this would
be the case.
Yet, for
five years,
we have
successfully
US. Sea.
prevented
Mitch
the terrorists
from
McConnell
launching
another
deadly attack on our shores.
How is this possible?
America's decision to be
aggressive in the War on
Terror, and to take the fight
to the terrorists where they
live and operate instead of
just playing defense here at
home, stands as one clear
reason.
This aggressive stance in
the War on Terror means
more than committing troops
abroad to hunt down terrorists. It also means taking
every step available, within
the law, to interrogate captured terrorists and learn as

much from them as possible
about their plans.
Since America began
fighting back in the War on
Terror after September 11,
2001, many terrorist enemies
have been captured in places
like Afghanistan and Iraq.
The interrogation of these
masterminds of mass murder
has directly led to saving
American lives.
President Bush has told us
that the interrogation of captured terrorists "has helped
us to take potential mass
murderers off the streets
before they were able to
kill." Terrorists in American
custody have revealed Al
Qaeda's efforts to procure
biological weapons. They've
admitted to plots on American embassies overseas and
American troops stationed
abroad. And they have
helped us to successfully
capture key terrorist leaders
who were responsible for
hatching the 9/11 attacks.
You might think that, with
such a record of success,
few would oppose our efforts
to continue to legally interrogate captured terrorists as
thoroughly as possible. Our
procedures for interrogating
these would-be killers are
safe, lawful, respectful of the

Constitution, and consistent
with our obligations to international treaties, including
the Geneva Conventions.
But due to a recent
Supreme Court decision, the
legality of our interrogation
efforts has been thrown into
doubt. Unless Congress acts,
the rules for interrogating
and prosecuting terrorists will
be unclear, and a terrorist
could sue a U.S. citizen in
an American court simply for
doing his or her job.
A recent Washington Post
article even reported that
CIA counterterrorist agents
have been reduced to buying
insurance to cover legal costs
in case they are sued. That's
outrageous. The men and
women who risk their lives
to get crucial information
and save American lives are
heroes who ought to be
thanked, not sued.
The Senate is considering
legislation that ensures there
are clear guidelines so we
can interrogate these plotters
of destruction, as aggressively as necessary, to save lives
while respecting our laws
and treaty obligations. It also
ensures that terrorists can't
sue government agents for
doing their jobs, and that
terrorists won't have access

to classified information that
must be kept secret for security reasons when they go to
trial.
It can't be disputed that
for the last five years, the
interrogation of captured terrorists, within the law, has
yielded vital information to
stop the followers of a twisted strain of radical Islam
from killing again. Passing
legislation so that our government keeps every tool
available to continue the War
on Terror is crucial.
Imagine the loss of life
and damage to our economy
that would ensue if the terrorists hit us again as they
did on 9/11 — but this
time, with a weapon of mass
destruction. Good intelligence
could make the difference
between a foiled attempt and
a successful one.
Those who oppose America's efforts to get as much
life-saving information out of
captured terrorists as we can
ought to explain why they
would rid the government of
this effective tool. And they
ought to do so fast. It's time
to stop debating and resume
fighting the War on Terror.
Sen. McConnell is a
Republican from Kentucky.
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Two Sago miners commit suicide

William Slimline

William 'Himline, 58, Hazel, died Tuesday, Sept. 26, 2006, at
MORGANTOWN, W.Va.
10:15 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. lines-Miller
(AP)-Two miners whose jobs
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
included watching for safety
hazards inside the Sago Mine
Mrs. Wanda Faye Sergent
The funeral for Mrs. Wanda Faye Sergent will be Friday at 11 before the deadly explosion last
a.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church, Murray, where she
was a member. January committed suicide in
Rev. Joey Adair will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray the past month.
Neither man had been
Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral
blamed for the disaster that
Home after 5 p.m. Thursday.
Mrs. Sergent, 69, Governors Road, Murray, died Tuesday, Sept. killed 12 of their comrades, and
26, 2006, at 3:15 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
neither one's family has definiShe worked at Marshall Fields in Chicago. Ill., a supply service tively linked the suicides to the
company,for 13 years and also worked for Southern Bell Telephone accident. But those who knew
Company, Whitesburg, for nine years.
the men say there is little doubt
Born July 20, 1937, in Whitesburg, she was the daughter of the the tragedy haunted them.
late Robert B. Day and Bertha Maggard Day. One brother, Bobby C.
"I'm not sure anybody ever
Day, and one grandchild, Christopher Bashiun, also preceded her in gets over it," said Vickie Boni,
death.
the ex-wife of one of them."You
Survivors include her husband, Henry W. Sergent; three daugh- live with it every day."
ters, Mrs. Anthena (Tina) Opalka and husband, Michael, Round
Both men were working at
Lake, Ill., and Mrs. Deliana (Lana) Marshall and Mrs. Melissa the Sago Mine on the day of
the
(Missy) Taylor, both of Murray; nine grandchildren, Seth Gouin, blast and had been
questioned
Melinda Gouin, Michael Gouin, Jennifer Gouin, Becky Basham, by investigators
along with
Richard Wheeler, Billy Wheeler, Christopher Wheeler and Lauren dozens of
other witnesses. One
Opalka; four great-grandchildren, Anon, Holly and Kaleb Gouin
former co-worker said at least
and Kenneth Gouin Perkins Jr.
one of the men felt investigators
were treating him as if he had
Ronny Gardner
done something wrong.
The funeral for Ronny Gardner was today (Wednesday) at 11
John Nelson Boni, whose job
a.m. in the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home. Rev.
that day was to maintain water
Brian Lewis officiated.
pumps, shot himself Saturday at
Pallbearers were Steve Lax, Jackie Hoke, Jimmy Spann, Ricky
his home in Volga, State Police
Clark, Morris Prescott and Harold Hill. Burial was in the Murray
said.
City Cemetery.
William Lee "Flea" Chisolm,
Mr. Gardner, 59, Hazel, died Saturday. Sept. 23, 2006, at 11:55
the
47-year-old dispatcher
a.m. at Vanderbilt Medical Center, Nashville, Tenn.
He was born Sept. 10, 1947. Preceding him in death were his responsible for monitoring carbon monoxide alarms and comfather, Elmo Gardner, and one brother, Robert Gardner.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Hazel Hodges, Murray; two municating with crews underdaughters, Mrs. Teresa Gardner Underhill, Murray, and Mrs. Lisa ground that morning, shot himLewis and husband, Brian, Rosiclare, Ill; two grandchildren, Ethan self at his Belington home Aug.
Futrell, Murray, and Briana Lewis, Rosiclare, Ill.; three sisters, Mrs. 29, authorities said Tuesday.
State and federal mine-safety
Lynne Hopson and husband, Charlie, Dupo, Ill., Mrs. Sue Leib and
agencies have not determined
husband Jim, Columbia, and Mrs. Diane Rogers, Paducah.
the cause of the Jan. 2 blast. But
a spokeswomen for both agenRonald Wayne Crabtree
A graveside service for Ronald Wayne Crabtree will be today
(Wednesday) at 2 p.m. at Green Plain Cemetery. John Dale and
Raybo Dunn will officiate.
(4,
1"
Pallbearers will be Randall Kamber, Dale Nance,
Ray Dunn, Phillip Moore, Artie Haneline and Van
Stubblefield. Visitation is now at J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
SH.E'R
"WIN
Mr. Crabtree, 57, Murray, died Monday, Sept. 25,
WILLIAMS
2006, at 6 p.m. at his home. An Army veteran of the
Vietnam War, he was of Church of Christ faith.
Born June 27, 1949, in Bridgeport. Ala., he was preceded in death
by his father, George Raymond Crabtree, one sister, Gina Crabtree
Stubblefield, one brother, Charles Robert Crabtree, and one niece,
Lorna Crabtree.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Myra Moore Crabtree,
Murray; eight sisters, Mrs. Gail Dunn and husband, Ray, Mrs. Suzie
Nance and husband, Dale, Mrs. Vicki Moore and husband, Phillip,
Mrs. Pamela Kamber and husband. Randy, and Mrs. Beth Haneline
and husband. Artie, all of Murray, Mrs. Ann Kushnick and husband,
Warren, Mission Viejo, Calif., Mrs. Jean Moore and husband,
Robert, Atlanta, Ga., and Mrs. Valerie Kenna, Tampa, Ha.; one
brother, Stephen Crabtree and wife, Debra, The Woodlands, Texas;
sister-in-law, Mrs. Lucy Crabtree, Matarie, La.: brother-in-law, Van
Stubblefield, Murray; several nieces and nephews.

AP
The Sago Mine near Tallmansville, W.Va., is shown Wednesday morning, March 15. Miners
returned to the mine Wednesday to resume coal production more than two months after an
explosion killed 12 of their co-workers. Two miners whose jobs included watching over safety
at the Sago Mine before the deadly explosion in January committed suicide within a month
Neither man had been blamed for the disaster that killed their comrades, and neither one's
family has definitively linked the suicides to the accident. But those who knew the men say
there is little doubt the tragedy haunted them.
cies said that both men had been
thoroughly interviewed and
there had been no plans to talk
with them again.
Mine owner International
Coal Group has said it believes a
lightning bolt somehow ignited
methane gas that had accumulated naturally in a sealed-off section of the mine.

Boni, who was certified as a
fireboss and occasionally conducted pre-shift inspections to
ensure the safety of incoming
crews, told investigators he had
detected low levels of methane
in that area five days earlier and
reported his findings to a supervisor, who was not alarmed.
As for Chisholm, he told

investigators that a carbon
monoxide alarm had sounded
about 20 minutes before the
explosion. Following ICG procedure, he alerted a crew inside
the mine and asked it to verify
the alarm because the system
that had a history of malfunc
tions.
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Paducah commission
OKs smoking ban
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) Paducah city commissioners
agreed Tuesday to a compromise smoking ban that will
delay its enforcement until April
1.
Commissioners had been in a
deadlock over the proposal, with
Commissioner Robert Coleman
wanting an exception for bars
truck
and
stops
and
Commissioner George Sirk and
Mayor Bill Paxton wanting a
blanket ban. They met in the
middle to allow the ban to be
delayed for six months at
Paxton's suggestion.
"We've whipped this dead
horse enough." Sirk said. "I can
live with that."
Paxton said it was clear that

Paducah would go smoke-free
eventually. "We've been talking
about this long enough that people had to assume that we'd
enact a smoking ban sooner or
later," he said.
Coleman wasn't completely
satisfied with the outcome
Tuesday but said it was better
than to continue allowing smoking indefinitely.
Exceptions to the ordinance
include retail tobacco stores,
tobacco warehouses and facilities operated by private organizations and not open to the public.
The ban will carry a $50 fine,
with the city able to take away
the license of any business after
a third offense.
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The Murray Woman's Clinic invites you to an

Informational Reception
at 5 p.m. until 7 p.m. on

For Life For Home
For Auto For,..Ever.
We can help you protect the things you value most. And,
we'll be there when you need us. For more information Call me... Stop by... Log on -it's your choice!
Dale Willis
201 N. 501 St.. Murray
(270) 753-8485
dwillisawillis-insurance.corn

•

Thursday, September 28, in the
Lounge of the Obstetrics Building
on the campus of the clinic at
305 S. 8th St. in Murray.
We are pleased to welcome Dr Jaime Vasquez of
the Centerfor Reproductive Health in Nashville.
He is theformer Director of the Division of
Reproductive Endocrinology and Fertilityfor
Vanderbilt University and will provide information
on the latest treatmentfor infertility.
The informal gathering willfeature Dr Vasquez and
other members of the Murray Woman's Clinic staff
No reservations are necessaryfor the event.

Nationwide*

On Your Side'

PaallonwaSa Mutual Insurance Company anelNSId Cimmerenoes, 140111e 0111re- Cakiontom 011
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COMMUNITY
On Thursday, the local chap- emment, and education for the
ter of Sigma Xi, The Scien- purpose of sharing knowledge,
tific Research Society, will host discussing of the nation's coma live webcast as part of the petitiveness, and the implicanational convocation "Rising tions those challenges bring to
Above the Gathering Storm: states and localities.
Energizing and Employing
The
Convocation
will
Regions, States and Cities for include participation by varia Better Economic Future" ous Governors (9 a.m.), Senbeing organized by The Nation- ators (7:15 a.m.), and U.S. Secal Academies of Science and retary of Labor, Elaine Chao
Engineering.
(10:30 a.m.).
The webcast will convene
State and local policymakindividuals from industry, gov- ers. K-I2 and university teachers, and students interested in
Photo provided
undergraduate research and
DELIGHTFUL CAST: "Wendy Waltrip, 7, performs with her
scholarly activity will benefit
entourage as radio star Lena Marelli in Playhouse In The
from participation.
Park's production of "Bugsy Malone, Jr.", which opens
The webcast will be broadcast in the telecommunication
Thursday night. This delightful spoof of gangsters in the
facilities of MSU's Center for
Roaring Twenties, featuring a large, kids-only cast, will play
Teaching Learning and TechThursday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday through Oct. 8. For
nology (3rd floor Applied Scitickets call 759-2199."
ence Building, North Tower)
Attendance is free and participants will have the ability to
"talkback!" You may attend
all or part of the convocation.
It will begin at 7 a.m, and
conclude by 4 p.m.
If interested in attending,
contact the Undergraduate
I am really excited that fall is in the air
Research and Scholarly Activand we can finally start wearing all of
ity (URSA) office at Murray
the fabulous new fall fashions.
State University to confirm.
It's a blast from the past the 80s past
in particular, with big sweaters, dark colPlease do so by e-mailing Jody
ors. and lean from the waist down. As we
Cofer, program specialist, at
are learning leggings are no longer conjody.cofer@murraystate.edu.
fined to the gym, and work for everyone.
alone for the lean hard bodies and nongrungy layering for the rest of us.
Lots of plaids in retro colors. black and
white, and hot red is the blast of color for
the season. Animal prints. paisleys.
checks. houndstoodi and menswear are
all big items for fall
For glamour add fur and faux fur. even
Photo provided
if it is Just trim on gloves. Gloves are a
STUDENT OF THE WEEK: Megan Harper. 6th-grade
Murray State University's
must this season, as well as retro knit
CCMS student has been named Student of the Week by
hats and scarves(remember Ali McGraw
Center for Continuing EducaCentury 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors and WNBS AM. Pictured,
in -Love Story").
tion recently announced dates
We have Just received some extremely
from left, are Rebecca Landolt, Century 21 Loretta Jobs
for one of its most popular
cute ones from Lucky Brand as well as
non-credit courses, "Ballroom
Realtor; Harper, and Rickie Spann, social studies teacher.
their handbags and Jewelry.
Dancing". The course is open
Harper is the daughter of Ginny and Shawn Harper.
For fall we'll see lots of comfy knits.
to the public and is currently
sweater dresses and sweater coats. We
taking registrations.
also have the military and equestrian
looks that are great too.
It's Swing Time! Get your
Pants this season can be skinny or full
exercise and team one of the
trousers with cuffs. The capn and
most popular dance styles today,
cropped pants and the longer skon are
American Ballroom Dancing.
being worn with leggings or tights with
You don't' have to have a partboots or chunky shoes. Gauchos are a
administer first aid. CPR and
ner to learn all the right moves Special to the Ledger
fall -must have... They take the place of
The
Calloway
County
use an AED.
Chapfor
the New Ballroom. Latin
a skirt and actually flatter every figure
"We want people to look
and Smooth (Fox Trot, Cha Cha, ter of the American Red Cross
You have the comfort of pants with the
feminine look of a skirt.
Waltz, Rumba and Swing), and the Center for Health & at training not as a requireWellness are once again plan- ment, but a critical step towards
Skins are soft and full or the shorter
Society
Dancing,
Swing
ning to offer the Safe Baby their individual and family prepencil skins Some ot the tops for fall
Revival, and more!
are tunics and long shirts, and of course
Instructors. Charles and Elsie Presentation, a non-certified ori- paredness," said Tory Daughthe great white blouse in a variety of
Thurman will instruct this pop- entation to infant CPR. to the rity. executive director of the
styles. some with high necks or bows
Calloway County Chapter.
ular and fun class which will community.
and ruffles.
The class will be at the
Targeted to parents, caremeet on five Thursdays, Oct.
With all the rich beautiful styles this
Murray-Calloway County Hos- givers and other family mem19
7:30
Nov.
to
16
9
from
season you'll love our large selection of
pital's Center for Health & bers, the "Safe Baby Presenp.m.
Jewelry. You'll want several necklaces to
layer as well as the stackable bracelets.
The fee for the course is Wellness on Oct. 17 at II a.m. tation" is ideal for those interand big earrings. Gold tones are big'
$55. Space in the class is lim- Led by a certified Red Cross ested in learning infant CPR.
More styles in Lucky leans in straight
ited and preregistration is CPR instructor, the one-hour but who do not need detailed
kg. boot cut, flare and many rises and
required. A 10 percent dis- session costs $15 per person information or certification for
washes and lengths have Just arnved as
count is given to MSU facul- or $17 per participant if uti- official purposes such as a
well as new tee's and lisodies.
ty, staff, students and senior lizing the babysitting service. work or volunteer position
We have great new fall boots in
KidZone.
requirement. The interactive
citizens age 55 and older.
microfther and suede — so comfortable
The Red Cross hopes the session includes hands-on
and stylish.
For more information, or to
We have new colors in the Lip Balm
register contact the Center for flexibility that "Safe Baby Pre- instruction and skills practice
that plumps your lips We love this gloss
Continuing Education. at 809- sentations" provide will help with infant mannequins.
Caring for a choking infant
It you haven't been in lately you're
3659. or 1-800-669-7654, ext. in its goal of having at least
missing out'
one
is
person
also covered and particiin
each
home
in
3659.
(*ongratulations to Betty Cameron who
Calloway County trained to pants receive a "has completwon the jewelry last Fnday.
ed" certificate at the end. In
Quote of the WeeL "You who depart
addition, instructors refer to,
from your own honesty for vulgar praise.
and
leave behind the "Ameridoes it too dearly to buy. Ben Jonson
can Red Cross First Aid and
Stay tuned to next week's Fun &
Preparedness Booklet," a handy
Fashion report
guide for refreshing and
PS — Wc do Tummy Tucis for S80(X
G.rne in to we'
expanding knowledge.
Commission Rate
Pre-registration for the class
is required and space is limWhen Selling Your Home!
ited. For more information or
pre-register. contact the Calloway County Chapter at 753111N 1111, • Mutt,/ • MO 751 US.
1421 or e-mail at callowayred305 South 12th
Www.caunplbe lire alt y.co rm
.
'
Murray, KY • 753-7441
cross@murray-ky.net.

MSU will
offer Ballroom
Dancing Class

Safe Baby Presentation to
be offered through center
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Murray Art Guild plans event
on courtsquare on Saturday

Local group will participate
in national Webcast
on energizing region

Whtlio

%fur

INabifo

ID,.

Murray Art Guild will present "Art on
the Square" in partnership with Murray
Main Street, in conjunction with the Saturday Market this coming Saturday from
8 a.m. to noon.
Art demonstrations, activities geared
toward cnildren, and paintings and other
art objects will be for sale. Participation
in the activities is fret of charge.
Weekly Life Drawing sessions are each
Jo's
Wednesday at 9 a.m. at the annex of CalA nominal
Datebook loway County Public Library.
call
should
persons
and
taken
be
will
fee
By Jo Burkeen
753-4059 by Tuesday noon to participate.
Community
Each Tuesday from 7 to 9 p.m. memEditor
bers paint at no charge at the NIurray
Art Guild at 500 N. Fourth St., Murray.

Christian musicians plan program
Christian musicians will present a special program on Thursday from 6 to 10 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Central Park. Featured will be Christian Metalcore of Murray,
Christian Hardcore of Jonesboro. Ill., and Christian Rock of
Metropolis, Ill. The event is free and the public is invited.

MHS boys soccer plan event
Murray High School boys soccer team will have a rebate
day during lunch and dinner on Thursday at Captain D's. Customers are asked to tell the cashier they are there for the
team.

Glory Bound Ministry on Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will feature
Lifeline Quartet and Gospel Echoes on Friday from 7 to 9
p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church,
Ky. 121 North at Stella. The public is invited and there is no
charge. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643,
Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.
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Reformers Unanimous to meet Friday
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Friday at 10:30 a.m. at Calloway Public
Library. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes. Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For more
information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Exhibits will be entered Thursday
Cultural Arts exhibits for Homemaker Club members will
be entered on Thursday from 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Calloway County Extension Office meeting room. This will also
be the last day to pay the $10 registration for the area annual meeting.

Magazine Club plans meeting
Murray Magazine Club will meet Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
home of Susan Hart.

Thursday TOPS Club will meet
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Club will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
The meeting is open to the public. For information call Marge
Andrews at 753-7732.

Heart Walk Team plans fundraiser
Heart Walk Team of Heritage Bank has a promotion of selling one pound bags of pecans, walnuts and almonds. These
may be stored in the freezer for holiday baking. Proceeds will
benefit the AHA Heart Walk.

Hart College plans event
The Hart College Honor Society will have a rebate day
from 4 to 10 p.m. today at Backyard Burgers. Proceeds will
go to the Hart College Relay for Life.
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Financial workshop Thursday
A financial planning workshop for high school seniors and
their parents will be Thursday at 6 p.m. in the cafeteria of
Graves County High School, Mayfield. Doug Cook, a Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority representative, will
help parents begin scholarship searches and explore financial
aid options to help their child finance postsecondary education.
High school guidance counselors will also be present to answer
questions and provide useful information.

Legion Post meeting Thursday
American Legion Post 073 will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. in
the conference room of Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce. The agenda will focus on continued planning for
the new Legion Hall. All members and veterans are encouraged to attend. For more information call Post Commander
Don Adcock at 227-7939 or 489-2844.

Murray Woman's Club plans event
Murray Woman's Club will have a general meeting and
potluck supper on Thursday at 6 p.m. at the club house. A
monologue of "Susan B. Anthony" -will be presented by Martha
Broach. A short business meeting will follow. Hostesses will
be members of Creative Arts and Sigma Departments. All members are urged to attend.

MHS Backboard Club to meet
Murray High School Backboard Club will meet today at
5:30 in the high school cafeteria. All parents of boys and girls
interested in playing high school or middle school basketball
should attend. For more information contact Coach David
Fields or Coach Rechelle Turner at 753-5202.

HOME-AUTO
INSURANCE
House and Manufactured Home Insurance
Available Anywhere In City or County
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Mr. and Mrs. Brittain in 1956
Mr. and Mrs. Raymon Brittain, Flint
Road, Murray, observed their 60th wedding anniversary on Sept. 21.
Their children hosted a dinner for family and friends in their honor on Saturday. Sept. 9, at the Knights of Columbus Hall, Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Brittain were married
Sept. 21, 1946, by W.H. Honin at First

edneaday. September 27, 2096• 7A

Mr. and Mrs. Brittain in 2006

Baptist Church, Mayfield.
Mrs. Brittain, the former Margaret Sue
Williams, is the daughter of the late Edgar
and Lois Williams of Kirksey.
Mr. Brittain is the son of the late Mack
and Ellen Brittain of Almo.
Mr. and Mrs. Brittain have three children, Mrs. Beverly Powell and husband,
Tom, Clarksville, Tenn., Ms. Barbara Brit-

Wright and Edwards

tain, Louisville, and Donald Brittain and
wife, Rene', of Murray.
Their three grandchildren are Luke
Powell, Clarksville, and Serena Brittain
and husband, Chad Pritchett, and Elise
Brittain, all of Murray. They also have
one stepgranddaughter, Lydia Gashel and
husband, Eric, and their children, Kareena,
Kyler and Kara, of Winchester.

James and Shen Wright of Paducah announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Bethany
Wright, to Aaron Edwards, son of Greg and Debra Edwards
of Benton.
Miss Wright is the granddaughter of Will D. and Anita
Thornton of Murray and Marie Wright and the late Wilburn
Wright of Paducah.
Mr. Edwards is the grandson of Terry and Ann Henderson
and Palmer and Geraldine Edwards, all of Paducah.
The bride-elect, a 2000 graduate of Lone Oak High School,
is a 2004 summa cum laude graduate with a degree in business management and marketing at the University of Kentucky.
She is an alumnae of Chi Omega sorority. She is employed
by State Beauty Supply.
The groom-elect, a 2000 graduate of Marshall County High
School, will graduate in the spring with a degree in plant and
soil science from the University of Kentucky. He was a member of the UK Baseball Team. He is employed by Scotts Lawn
Care.
A family ceremony will take place on the Thornton Farm
at New Concord on Saturday, Oct. 14, 2006.
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Newest Resident
Mary Bynum

Checker Tournament Winners
Mr.and Mrs. Thomas Houston

Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Kimbro

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Houston of Murray celebrated their
60th wedding anniversary on Sept. 21. A private dinner celebration in their honor is planned by their children.
The couple was married Sept. 21. 1946, by the Rev. T.H.
Mullins Jr. at the parsonage of First Methodist Church. Their
attendants were Harold Houston and Maxine Elkins Houston.
Mrs. Houston. the former Doris Aycock, is the daughter of
the late George and Ethel Aycock. Mr. Houston is the son of
the late Elbert and Jetta Houston.
Mr. and Mrs. Houston have one daughter, Mrs. Linda Beane
and husband, Allan, and one son, Robert Houston and wife,
Joyce, all of Murray.
Their four grandchildren are Christy Beane Turner, Curtis
Beane (deceased), Brad Houston and Justin Houston.

Ronnie and Patty-Page Kimbro of Mruray will celebrate
their 25th wedding anniversary on Saturday. Oct. 7, 2006.
The couple invites their family and friends to join them as
they renew their marriage vows on Oct. 7 at 6 p.m. at Northside Baptist Church, Radio Road, Almo. The couple requests
that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Kimbro were married Oct. 9, 1981, at Eastwood Baptist Church. Murray, by the late Rev. Jerry Norsworthy.
Mrs. Kimbro is the daughter of Myrtle Rhea Page and the
late Ernest Page of Murray. She is employed at the Branch
Bank and Trust, B.B.&T.
Mr. Kimbro is the son of Euel Kimbro and the late Christine Marie Kimbro of Murray. He is employed by Calloway
Gardens and Essex Downs Apartments.
Their children are Sherry Hargrove and husband, Corey.
Almo, Amanda Vance and husband, Jonathan, Puryear, Tenn..
Michael Vanlue and fiancee, Toi Reed, Cadiz, Paul Winchester, Murray, and Crystal Winchester, Murray.
Their grandchildren are Zakari Winchester, Harleigh Winchester and Dalton Winchester. Murray, and Chris Jenkins and
Kaylee Vanlue, Cadiz.

HAPS regional conference
scheduled at WKCTC
PADUCAH, Ky. — More
than 70 faculty members from
high schools, community colleges and universities from
across the United States are
expected to attend the Human
Anatomy and Physiology Society's (HAPS) Regional Conference at West Kentucky Community & Technical College
on Oct. 7.
The conference will highlight
best practices in the teaching
of human anatomy and physiology, and explore ways to
promote academic success.
The one-day conference will
begin at 7:30 a.m. in Crounse
Hall, room 101.
Dr. Ian M. Campbell, asso. late professor of biocherni,ir,

at the University of Pittsburg,
will deliver the morning
keynote speech,"Keeping NonScience Undergraduates Awake
and Interested."
In addition, there will be
an afternoon keynote address
that will be presented by Lori
K. Garrett, a professor in the
science division at Danville
Area Community College in
Danville, Ill. She will present
"Getting Unprepared Students
Ready for A&P (Anatomy &
Physiology)."
The conference registration
fee is $30 for faculty and $15
for students.
For more information call
Joseph Gar at (270) 534-3233.

America's Propane Company

'PROPANE TANK SET SPECIA
Super-low first fill price
Saturday service appointments
24 Hour fully staffed emergency service
Guaranteed price programs
Dependable, guaranteed automatic delivery service
Flexible payment options
We sell only TOP GRADE HD5 Propane
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Remember - If you have only one smile in you, give it
to the people you love. Don't be surly at home, then go
out in the street and start grinning
"Good Morning" at total strangers.
- Maya Angelou

woes

A Great Company
And A Great Agent
At The Same Place!

1406 'N

1st Place - Charlie Bell
2nd Place - Lennis Wyatt
3rd Place - Danny Lawrence
Pumpkins, mums, scarecrows, goblins,falling leaves, costume
parties, cider, popcorn balls, witches, acorns, squash, Indian corn,
hay rides. These are afew ofourfavorite things!! We wish for
you a fantasticfall & an awesome autumn.

HIGHLAND DR
FULTON, KY
42041
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Liquids allowed under tight restrictions
New air travel regulations allow passengers to carry most liquids
in one clear quart-sized ziplocked plastic bag of personal items
that are 3 ounces or less
For items three
8'
ounces or less
Cosmetics, toiletnes
Labeled prescriptions
and over-the-counter
medications
Exceptions
Declared and
inspected at
checkpoint
Beverages
purchased after
secunty
screening
Baby formula, breast milk
and gel, liquid-lied teetbers.
canned and jar baby food.

Water, juice, liquid
nutrition or gels for
passengers with
medical conditions

Eye drops, saline solution, medicine
Medical or cosmetic products such as
prosthetic breasts, or mastectomy products
containing gels, saline solution or other liquids
SOURCE Transportation Secunty Administration

Air travelers
glad to have
liquids back
ATLANTA (AP) — Once it
was duct tape. On Tuesday, the
mundane household item given
a sales boost by national security officials was the zip-top baggie.
The clear bags became a hot
commodity at U.S. airports
Tuesday as new security rules
kicked in allowing air passengers to carry small amounts of
liquids and gels for the first time
in more than six weeks. Such
items must be sealed in a quartsized or smaller bag, leaving
many passengers scrambling to
find something they might have
used to freeze their leftovers the
night before.
Ginni Dewbray and her husband, stuck in a security line at
Chicago's O'Hare International
Airport, had to come up with a
bag or lose a small bottle of Oil
of Olay lotion. Edward Dewbray
had to ask several travelers
before he found one.
"It's an inconvenience,"
Ginni Dewbray said. "If they're
going to stand there and ask you
to have plastic bags, they should
give them out. They're not that
expensive."
Confusion over size limits
and other restrictions meant
long lines at some airports as
annoyed passengers threw out
containers of shaving cream,
hand lotion and other products
too large to be allowed on board.
Overall, however, air travelers
were happy their drinks, makeup
and other liquids and gels were
again cleared for takeoff.
"I was glad to see (the
changes),"
said
Vicki
McGowan, a professional meeting
planner
at Oakland
International Airport for a flight
to Reno, Nev."How can lipstick
or mascara put people at nskr
The new rules, announced
Monday
by
the
federal
Transportation
Security
Administration, allow travelsized toiletries to be carried
aboard flights in a sealable clear
plastic bag. Some items are permitted in any amount: saline
solution, eye drops and prescription and nonprescription medicine,
according
to
Transportation
Security
Administration
spokesman
Christopher White.
Drinks, liquids and gels purchased in airport stores inside
security checkpoints can be carried into passenger cabins. Baby
formula is allowed but must be
inspected.
Airport retailers were thrilled
at the news, and some had
already begun stocking up on
plastic. zip-top bags. The
Paradies Shops, an Atlantabased company with more than
500 stores in 60 airports across
the U.S. and Canada. will hand
out clear plastic hags to customers for free.
"It's good news for everybody," said Rabbi Passavanti,
the company's spokeswoman

"It's great for the traveler."
The rules replace an outright
ban on liquids, lotions and gels
ordered Aug. 10 after an alleged
plot to bomb U.S.-bound jetliners was foiled.
TSA chief Kip Hawley said
the stricter ban is no longer
needed, and that he was pleased
Tuesday's transition to the new
rules went as smoothly as it did.
"I woke up scared to death
this morning," Hawley told
reporters in Washington. "It
went great today."
Parents were some of the
happiest beneficiaries of the
new rules, glad to have regained
some of their tools in the challenging job of keeping young
children content on a plane.
Leslie Walker of Plano,
Texas, was planning to carry
drinks for her 5-year-old daughter and 18-month-old son onto
their flight from Dallas-Fort
Worth International Airport to El
Paso.
"It was really a relief to know
that I didn't have to get here this
morning and repack everything.
It saved me a little time," she
said.
The rules were too much
bother for some passengers,
such as Pat Henderson, of Palm
Coast, Fla., who threw away the
deodorant and toothpaste in his
carryon before entering the
security check line at the Atlanta
airport.
"It's not worth the hassle," he
said. "I just don't want to deal
with it."
By 8 a.m., a trash bin at a
checkpoint in Atlanta was 3 feet
deep with water bottles and 16ounce containers of toiletries,
including shaving gel and hand
lotion. But TSA officials there
were going easy on travelers the
first day of the new rules, allowing them to carry proper-sized
toiletries in gallon-sized plastic
bags.
After testing a variety of
explosives, the FBI and other
laboratories found that tiny
amounts of substances — so
small they fit into a quart-size
plastic bag — can't blow up an
airliner. That's why the baggie is
following in the footsteps of
duct tape, which Tom Ridge,
then the homeland security secretary,
famously
urged
Americans to stock up on in
2003 to seal their doors and windows in case of a chemical or
biological attack.
Ridge's successor, Michael
Chertoff, said in Washington
that the new air security rules
"are likely to be with us for the
foreseeable future." Testifying
before the House Homeland
Security Committee, Chertoff
said the new rules would be in
place for at least six weeks, but
he declined to say whether they
would remain as long as six
months.

KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger & Times
NEW CCFR TRUCKS: Calloway County Fire-Rescue Chief Greg Cherry, Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins
and Hal Nance Jr., the captain at CCFR's Station 9 in New Providence, from left, stand in front of the department's three
new truck. The brand new brush truck in front cost $54,000 — $15,000 of which was paid for from rescue funds. It
responds to all woods and field fires in the county. In the middle is Tanker 11, which cost $65,000 with a used cab and
chassis and new tank, also will respond countywide. Tanker 8 in the back will be stationed at Harris Grove. Volunteer Earl
Hicks and others did much of the work, lessening the total cost to about $18,000 with a tank from another truck and a
new cab.
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OUR PROMISE HAS BEEN TO IMPROVE
YOUR WIRELESS EXPERIENCE EVERY DA"
AND WE'RE DELIVERING.
0 Testing from the leading independent researccompany proves that Cingular has the fewest
dropped calls of any wireless carrier.
THE ALLOVER NETWORK ...id
THE LARGEST DIGITAL VOICE AND DATA
COVERAGE IN AMERICA.
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Employment Opportunity
Professional Position

COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 06-CI-00130
MID-STATE TRUST IV
A Delaware Business Trust, AND
WALTER MORTGAGE SERVICING, INC.,

PLAINTIFF.

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
MICHAEL C. MOORE. and
GLORIA SIMONEAU,and
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF MICHAEL C. MOORE,IF ANY,
and
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF GLORIA SIMONEAU,IF ANY,

DEFENDANTS
By virtue of a Default Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on July 24. 2006, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky.
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. September 29, 2006, at the
hour of 130 p.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky. and more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a point in the South right-of-way line of KY. Highway 444, also a

West Kentucky Educational Cooperative, located on the campus of Murray State University,
Murray. Kentucky, seeks a Project Director for
TAHOE PLUS, a professional development and
teacher enhancement program that involves
improving teacher preparation and knowledge
concerning events in American history.
Required qualifications: Bachelor's Degree in
History or Education with a minimum of 5 years
of progressively increasing experience in education and working with schools. Master's
Degree and high school teaching experience
preferred. Administrative or project management experience preferred. Full-time position
beginning ASAP. Compensation in accordance
with approved WKEC salary scale.
Candidates must submit a resume of professional and educational experience, three references
and a cover letter to:
John C. Settle, Executive Director
West Kentucky Educational Cooperative
420 Wells Hall, Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3318
Applications accepted immediately and until
the position is filled. Inquiries should be directed to John C. Settle at 270-809-6975
The West Kentucky Educational Cooperato,r is a,
Equal Opportunity Empl''s e'

corner of O.D. Parrish; thence with right-of-way line South 58 deg 00' W, 283.40
feet to another corner with O.D. Parrish. thence South 30 deg. 30' E, 137.40
feet; thence N 67 deg. 15 E, 109.0 feet; thence North 50 deg. 15' E, 42.0 feet;
thence North 30 deg. 15' E,63.50 feet; thence North 14 deg. 35' E, 53.50 feet;
thence North 01 deg. 30' E. 81.50 feet back to the point of beginning, containing
0.76 acres, more or less.
Being the same property conveyed to Michael Moore and Gloria Simoneau, by
deed from Jim Walter Homes, Inc. And Mid State Trust IV, dated December 3,
1999, of record in Book 338, Page 31, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court.
The property described herein shall be sold on a cash basis, or in the alternative, the Master Commissioner will take from the purchaser, ten percent of the

with

Help Yfinted

bonds with good and sufficient surety,

Taking applications
for all positions. Day
& night. Apply in
person at Sonic,
217 S. 12th, Murray.
No phone calls.

ADVERTISING SALES
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of Sales
Representative. Responsibilities for this
position include working with established
businesses to sell advertising, develop
advertising plans and devlop new accounts
in Murray and surrounding areas. Must
enjoy working with the public and be selfmotivated. Prior sales experience a plus.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental plans, salary plus commission, are all part
of an excellent benefit package.
Interested applicants must apply by resume
only;interviews will be granted to qualified
applicants AFTER resumes are reviewed.
Absolutely no on-the-spot interviews will be
conducted.
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

Advertising Sales Position

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray, KY 42071

bearing interest from the day of sale and payable to the Master Commissioner
within 30 days of the date of sale. A lien shall be retained on the property as
additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid by the
Commissioner, but the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem

This 6th day of September, 2006
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
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III west Kentucky Katrina Survivors
You may be eligible for
W4WorldniCe
cash assistance and/or
specialized services.

ell

An Equal Opportunity Employer

AUTO TECHNICIAN WANTED
Brandon Auto World Pontiac-Cadillac is
looking for a qualified Auto technician.
Must have own tools. Previous work
experience desired. Interview in person
at 1300 North 121 Bypass, Murray,
Kentucky. Ask for Tina.

taxes.

The Western Kentucky Regional Mental
Health Mental Retardation Board Inc. dba
Four Rivers Behavioral Health is now
accepting application to serve a four year
term for the Ballard County Representative.
For more information regarding application
process, contact Kim Clabom, Executive
Assistant, Four Rivers Behavioral Health,
270-442-7121, ext. 236.

3N Hammond Drive 'Housing
Hopkinsville, KY 42240 °Union

'Childcare

Lost and Found

FOUND: gentle, black
and white declawed
cat. Misses family. May
claim at Animal Shelter.
JUST give us a call,
glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

we'll be

Call 753-1916
LOST: 4 month old
male Golden Retriever
Vicinity
of
puppy.
Douglas & Wright Rd.
Child's pet.
270-436-5686

3 *Oohing
1-800-928-723 CALL TODAY!

LOST: 12-Year old big
male chocolate lab.
disappeared 8/06
around 5:30p.m.,
Beach Rd. Kirksey
area, wearing orange

PRE-OWNED SUPER CENTER

LPN
Murray Woman's Clinic has an opening in our
prenatal center for an LPN. We have an excellent benefit package including medical insurance and a 401K. If you are an experienced
(preferably in obstetrics) LPN, have a great
personality and enjoy a fast paced work environment, send or bring your resume to our
office. No phone calls please.

Murray Woman's Clinic
305 South 8th Street
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

litac11(.(•

753-1752
ills is. .ss,, \Ili\ 1 If r
Ocht

Lynn's Studies
I.1edding- Senior

1 intage and lun Phi!'
Restorations

753-1001
WE don't do spinach at
Sandra D's, 94E.
293-3816

THE BULLPEN
Now booking private
parties. receptions &
Several
meetings.
catering choices available Court Square.
Murray 293-4602

Heap Wanted

Drive in Style!
All new/recent
model trucks.
Home most

2950, 293-8578, 2938579

applicaions for all positions.
Apply at Rudy's
Restaurant Must have
references & experience a must. Apply in
person. No phone
caNs.
ADMINISTRATIVE
ACCEPTING

Assistant.

PHOTOGRAPH

060

060

800-328-2651

CI

021\11\ \I 1)I II \SI
DIl )1“ I (I'll( )1)1
PROBAII.

The State of Tennessee is an equal opportunity
equal access, affirmative action employer

record & Hazmat
endorsement.

\(

BA\ KR, 1)(

Applications accepted
Mon.-Fri 8-4:30, 400 Lodge Road
Contact Personnel
(731)642-4311 or (731)641-4451

weekends.
Requirements: 1
year OTR, good

collar w/1.0. tags. 489-

STEVE VIDMER

•Front Desk Clerks
*Housekeepers

1100 PI 121 Bydass array 127011534315 - MOOS 4514115
www.brandoreauteworld-com

REWARD: $500 cash,
no questions asked.

Ldk4 0111CC 01

Paris Landing
State Park Inn
is
Seeking Qualified People
in the following positions:

BRANDON4Wt)WORLD

*vision
@Tools

VISA

Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

purchase price in cash, together

ping CAude

060

060
Help %Med

per day.

I )011..; 11\1

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

ItiONO

Guide)

I

Competitive wages &
benefits for perm. fulltime position!
Motivated/Energetic/Or
gamed. Multi-line
phone, customer service, data entry of
orders. MS Office,
accounting knowledge
preferred. Send
resume to: P.O. Box
123, Almo, KY 42020
or email:
ljae 0yahoo corn

IMMEDIATE
OPENING
Now hiring full time
service manager.
Must work weekends
& have open
availability. Resume
required. No phone
calls, please.

of
BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for C.N.A.'s and qualified applicants for nursing assistant training.
We offer an excellent
benefit package for fulltime employees
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
Street
Main
2607
Benton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE No phone
calls please.
CODING and billing
specialist. Please send
resume to PO. Box
1040-K. Murray, KY
42071
TOM'S Grille is hiring
cooks, servers and
dishwashers. Apply in
person. 1501 12th
Street after 100 pm

Help Wonted

CHILD care center is
now accepting applications for child care
providers to guide children birth through 12
years. Apply at 109
South 15th Street.
Murray.
LOCAL church is seeking a part time receptionist for 4-5 hours
each Tuesday and
Thursday To apply,
send letter of interest
and resume to P.O.
Box 1040-A, Murray,
KY 42071.
FIDALGO Bay Coffee
Shop. Murray, KY is
seeking an experienced assistant manager to loin its barista
team. The job
requires solid and
proven management
skills, organization and
scheduling experience
and a great customer
service background.
Responsibilities
include working with
our great employee
team, assisting the
Manager with inventory, scheduling, and
customer service.
Enjoying coffee is a
plus Salary + benefits
offered. Send resume
to Attn: FBC, 1201
Payne St., Murray, KY
42071,

060
Hein %MK

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 6:00PM.
JASMINE Thai restaurant Olympic plaza now
hiring full time servers.
Apply between 2-4.
Must be available
weekends. No phone
calls.

Wogs
Now hiring
smiling faces!
Managers & Crew
members. Full and
part time shifts
available. Flexible
scheduling. All
shifts available.
Health & dental
benefits. Apply in
person Mon-Fri
from 2PM4PM.
EOE
Co.
MARSHALL
Hospital is accepting
RN & LPN applications
for a FT. charge nurse
position in the Long
Term Care Facility; fax
resume to
270-527-4952 or call
for application.
OPEN for Interviews
for all positions
4:00pm-6:00pm everyday. Tom's Pizza 506
North 12th Olympic
Plaza
PART time Custodian,
hours 11am-4pm TuesFn Apply at Westside
Baptist Church 207
Robertson Rd South
753-8240
PART time medical
records clerk needed
for busy physicians'
office. Flexible hours
Computer knowledge a
plus. Send resume with
references to PO Box
1040-H, Murray. KY
42071

PART time office work
Resumes only to 108
North
12th Street
Murray.
PERSONS needed L.
prepare income tax
returns. Seasonal
employment. We will
train. Free tax course.
Call 753-9204 or
437-4531_
REAL Estate Licensing
Classes enrolling,
Hopkinsville or
Paducah. Payment
plan. (270)223-0789.
deloiseadams@ yahoo.
COM

WEB

Resources

Regular,
Full-Time, KATE,
College of Education.
Murray State
University. Position to
begin immediately.

Coordinator:

Qualifications:

Bachelor's Degree and
expertise in HTML,
Dreamweaver and
CSS: MYSQL, one or
more of the following
web development
frameworks: Ruby,
Django, PHP or
Coldfusion. graphics
software, web-related
plugins and development applications:
active directory, server
management, and
backup are required.
The candidate should
have proven skills creating web pages that
incorporate data collection or feeds. Use of
open source web
applications and
knowledge of current
education technologies
and needs are
required. Technical
assistance, and ability
to provide repair/setup
of computer and networking equipment for
on and off site activities are required. The
candidate must have
strong communication
skills, ability to multitask and meet deadlines, and be self-motivated to evaluate and
learn new technology.
Documentation of
experiences working
with a team is
required. Experience
with university faculty
and/or public school
educators is preferred.
Responsibilities:

Webmaster including
developing materials,
web pages and solutions: working with
contnbutors and managing site.
Administrator for network resources including multiple servers
and large user base of
active directory
accounts. Provide
technical
assistance/training/sup
port for implementation
of KATE-sponsored
education-technology
Application Deadline

October 13, 2006
TO APPLY. Send
resume, three letters
of recommendation,
and electronic portfolio
of work documenting
the qualifications
above to: Search
Committee, Kentucky
Academy of
Technology Education,
Murray State
University. 226
Alexander Hall,
Murray, KY 420710009. Equal education
and employment
opportunity. WF/D. AA
employer.

HOME cleaning
services 227-7129
cleaning.
HOUSE
Linda 759-9553

Chock us out
on the Web!
1111.8flurrayleclgercom

t

I

CLASSIFIEDS
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Campbell
Auction &
Real
C.A.R.E.
Estate

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE
Open Mon-Fri. 9-5, Sat, 9-2
641N, 2 miles on right

metal building t‘ii approximately 2 • Al IC1

At 9:30 a.m. Mr. Duncan's personal property will
Ix- sold at 256 Morris Road, Dexter. KY
Personal property for sale includes: mous auto
part,, brakes. radiators, radios, belts, transmission
pans. motor puller, old style tail lights, oil filters,
speaker gauges. clusters etc conunercial dishwasher. GE. gnII. ShiffIla/t deep fryers, stainless racks tti
table, beds desks, futon. dishes. china cabinet. head
boards, chest of drawers. two outbuildings 12%8 and
(Ix I0 and muk.h more'
Directions to the rya estate are 641 North to 80
east left on 1551 follow signs Directions to personal property are(Al North to 80 East. right 114n.
left on Morns. follow signs
Personal property settlement in full day ot sale Cash
Of approyed check All items -as is
Real estate
10q buyers premium added to sales pnse 10%
down day of sale balance in 10 days All real estate
is sold -as 1.S- and an easement will be granted to
cemetery All deposits non refundable Real estate
will sell with reserye Not responsible for asc'dents
All annotinsements day of sale takes presedense
men All ad,ertisenients
For more information call 270-753-9090
Jim Tate Auctioneer/Realtor Lic. 0P1136/65846
* *1r I .11111164 II

Agarlasas For Rea

Ades
For Sal.

Computers
DELL computer and
pnnter. 436-2324
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556
140
Wail kr Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING Junk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
FIREWOOD. 753-5595
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars 8 trucks.
Call Larry 753-3633.
USED grain truck.
Single axle. 753-5726
WANT to buy used
farm fuel tank with
stand. 759-1018
50

FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite system.
America's Top 60
channels for only
$19.99/mo. Get your
choice of HBO,
Cinemax, Starz, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
HD
Televisions.
Plasma, LCD, DLP, &
CRTs. Brands by:
Toshiba, Sony, LG,
Zenith, & JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley TV 759-0901
SPRAY-IN Badllner
dealership $2,500,
supplies included 2930389 293-0508
STRAW for sale, $2.25
bale 489-2436. If no
answer, leave message.
USED quilting machine
14 ft table, like new.
270-759-4475
after
5PM

Large Select ion
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
or the square
753-1713
WASHER/DRYER set
Great condition! $200
OBO 759-4895
160
Horns Furnishings

18' 2 5/16 bumper pul
trailer with ramps, new
tires. 2-5200 lbs axles,
$1,900. 6x10' single
axle enclosed 21
bumper pull trailer,
side door, ramp rear
door 8- 165 wheels &
tires, $25 00 ea Big
sign post 26'x24- with
platform, $500 Call
(270)293-5519 or 4988950 evenings.

ETHAN Allen maple
dining room suite, 60'
table with 2 leaves,
table pads, 8 chairs
including 2 captain
chairs, buffet, and
china cabinet with
hutch. Good condition
$700. Call 436-5987

50 cal. inline M L
22/250 rifle. 22 mag.
scoped Marlin bolt
action. To see. call 7539225.
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614

NICE refrigerator,
couch, matching
loveseat. 4 chairs, new
electric range, 2 large
corner computer
desks. 293-5466.
753-4447

FARM trailers 20 foot
24 foot. & 30 foot Also
a camper van Can be
seen 1/2 mile west of
Lynn Grove or call 2931231

FIREWOOD for sale
270-227-9910
FOR sale limited number of copies of
Calloway County
Pictorial History and
Calloway County
FentrAy History books
Excellent Christmas
gifts. Call
759-4938 or 753-2350
DIRT
DADOY'S
TOP SOIL
east
ii
Ms county has
CraTornrol flawed

lai

753-9075
(770)227-2193

4 BEDROOM 2 BATH
vinyl/shingle
Singlewide only
$26,99911 Call now'l
731-584-9429
AWESOME!! 3
Bedroom. 2 Bath
Doublewide only
$39,99511 Call now!'
731-584-9109.
rental
EXCELLENT
property or starter
home. 2BR with fenced
in 1/2 acre shaded lot.
$11,900. 753-6012
NICE 14x70 3BR 2BA
on 2.25 acres w/ workshop. Edge of Hazel.
$26,000. 753-0237

PHILADELPHIA
Lester small piano
Good condition, $300
(270)527-7639

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre, $10,500
753-6012
Hems For Sale
2000 Waver*. 16x80
vinyl siding 38R 28A
nice
extremely
(270)489-2525

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today,
753-8668.

Houses For Rent
2BR, 1BA, 5 min. north
of Murray. No pets.
$475/mo, 759-4826

Rs**
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

2 or 3 bedrooms 2
baths, kitchen, living
room, all electric.
Appliances furnished
489-2116
MOBILE home 8 miles
east of Murray. 4362582

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
J&L RENTALS

Business Rentals
2,822 sq ft office o
retail. 1306 N. 12th
753-2905 or 293-1480

MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St
270-436-54%
270-293-6906

1 & 2 bdr income
based apts No pets
Leave a message.
270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109
1, 2, 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606
1,2, & 3BR apts. available. Please call
753-8221.

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Securrty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes)
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

1BR apartment. All utilities paid. $350 per
month plus deposit.
270-227-4325

Rol Wei
All Real Estate adver
heed in the newspape
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discrimination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discrimination. This newspaper
will
not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
informed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis.'
Haley Professional
Appraising
'Yor what it's worth"
(270)759-4218
Look for the October
issue of the Murray
Area Homes Guide
published by the
Murray Calloway
County Board of
REALTORS, Inc.,
scheduled to be at participating real estate
offices and various
businesses this Friday.
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income-producer.
$125,000. See listing
#27720 at
wwrv.allthelistings.com
270-753-4109,
270-227-1545

Lots For Sale

FOR SALE
*CORNER LOTS*

1BR,411-1/2 S. 8th St.,
$265/mo + security
474-2520
1BR, all appliances.
Oaks Apts., starting at
$275. Coleman RE
759-4118

2BR duplex 1304-B
Valleywood Dr. $400.
293-7738 or 293-1446
2BR duplex. Central
I-VA, carport, 18021/2A Monroe Ave. 12
mo. lease. $425 plus
deposit. No pets.
753-8002
4BR 2BA, all appliances, central hi/A. Ask
about move-in free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898
CLEAN, C/H/A, W&D
hook-up, quiet, references, lease &
deposit. S. 641,
492-8634
CLOSE TO
MSU1
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covpicnic
area
ered
$275/mo unfurnished
$325/mo nicely furnished 762-0991 or
559-1164
DUPLEX for sale in
Northwood. $85,000
270-366-1045
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income
Mobility
impairment
accessible
Phone
492-8721
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am TDD N0
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity
UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
28R $340.00
38R $425 00
5100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
7534221
NEWLY
remodeled
onside & out. New paint
new carpet, new heat &
air 415 S 10th $425
759-4696, 293-3710

I & II
707 South 12th Street
South Center. 1200,
sq.ft., 710 sq.tt.
753-1252, 753-0606
APPROXIMATELY
1,500 sq. ft. brick
office building.
Frontage on 121
Bypass. (Dr. Scott
Foster's office).
753-2225 or 759-1509
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft.
C/G/H,
rest rooms,
plenty
of
parking,
excellent location near
Judicial building. 404 N.
4th St. complex.
759-3772.
swam*
AKC Reg. Boxer pups
2 males, both brindle,
$300. Call 767-0143 or
•
227-5166
AKC Shih-Tzu. Unique
colors $250 males,
$300 females
731-642-5151,
731-336-1494
BOSTON Terriers, 6
9/29.
weeks
old
Males:
Registered
$375. Females: $425.
Call M-Th 11AM-3PM,
anytime
weekends
759-4776.
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
MINIATURE
Schnauzer pups 3
females. 2 males
293-1482
ROBERTS Petsitting
(270)436-2269

Prime Locations!
Lot # 17 - 516 acres
Lot # 76 - 457 acres
Lot #93 - .487 acres
Lot #101 - .650 acres

270-293-4479
SHERWOOD Forest.
All city utilities. Dead
end street Level lot
with
large
trees
100'x160'.
$11,000.
753-7292
SHERWOOD Forest
City amenities Approx.
1 acre County school
district $20,600 OBO
762-9988
WEST Calloway
County Development
Lots for sale in Landon
Hills Subdivision or will
build to suit 210-3781
559-2032

For Sale

1 to 300 acres Wes
Calloway. 489-2116
leave message

Amps
26 5 acres hardwoods,
lake area Good building site Great hunting
Near New Concord
$1,600 per acre 2937872

Coles
acres8
Campground area, city
water (approx. 9 lots)
210-3781

3500- 000 an acre
Approx 12 miles N W
of Murray
HOME 489-2450
CELL 293-8035
460
Homes For Solo
2BR brick on large lot
near hospital
Everything new,
Bargain at $92,500
753-2041
3BR 2BA brick ranch,
garage, pool, 3.66
acres(2+ fenced), barn
w/ lean-to. $185,900.
270-293-2132
641 access is convenient. Immaculate country property. Beautiful,
open plan. Screened
porch. Walk-out basement. Large workshop.
5 acres +/- per deed.
Short dnve to Lakes.
Alesia Gail Parker,
Grey's Properties. LLC.
(270)293-7653(SOLD)
BRAND new construction recently reduced
by $20,000. 3BR 28A
with
master
suite
whirlpool tub and sep
shower, vaulted and
tray ceilings, brick,
large patio, end of
Edinborough West off
Robertson Rd. 2930139 or 753-1500
CATHEDRAL ceilings,
open, 38/28, 4+ acres,
FP 32x32 metal barn,
south
$152,000,
Marshall
close
to
Murray. 270-853-2840
nice
EXTREMELY
home. 3BR 2.5BA, formal dining and living
room, family room, eat
in kitchen, in ground
swimming pool, 4 car
garage, wood & tile
floors,1.25 acres country, atmosphere in the
city. $284,000.
293-0139 or 753-1500.
IM MEDIATE
1)1 B I RI- 1 lii'
,
hotrsc
otil• [Ids rum

Call 761-17,70,
ask for kristin.
NEWLY
remodeled
house at 212 S. 11th
St. 2 bedroom. Priced
at $67,500. Shown by
apporntm ent.753-5410
apartment
OWNER
with 3 rentals with
income of $800 per
month. 753-5731
TWO • story home
Southwest Villa subdivision. 3 bedroom, 3
bath, large bonus room
and so much more!
condition!
Move-in
Pictures and details at
www.owners.com listing ID is AWG7528 or
call 293-5265
WEST Calloway
County Development
2 new homes (energy
efficient) 1,500 ft living.
3 bedroom, 2 baths,
paved streets & concrete drtves, 8 minutes
from Murray. no city
taxes, Landon Hills
Subdivision $105,000
$115,000 w/garage.
210-3781 or 559-2032

Classifieds
Office Open
7:3)am -5pin Mon • Frl

YOUNG full blooded
billy goat 759-1018

To place your ad call

753-1916

MISS

COLLECTORS
SALE
RAIN OUT
SAME AS LAST
WEEK
WOODGATE
508 LEE ST
FRIDAY 8-5
SATURDAY 8-12
Everything 1,2
after 10 00am

WORM'S
TURF & TREES

& ATV's
2004 Kawasaki KFX
400. Ume green, lots o
extras, $4,300 MO
Must sell. 767-0143

Murray Keutuar

• Sod Installation •Pickup

Harley
883
'86
Davidson, new tires,
new chain, $2,900
OBO 270-759-1369

• Delivery

Ric &ail Puce • JeIt trt.% iui kman
Office (270) 435-4090

r

ileallity Wades

Cell (270) 293-8035

2004 Chevy Tahoe,
18.000 miles, loaded,
factory warranty.
753-7185

Saratoga Springs

2BR 28A, garage,
$600. 436-5685

Ankles
For Sal

2BR condo at Sheraton
Vistana in Orlando
10.1-10/15. 759-1569
after 5:00PM.

WOW!! 3 Bedroom 2
Bath with fireplace only
$25,99511 Land available', Call
731-584-9430

114 troll A R4.111 s1.11(

150

NOAH'S Ark Child
Development Center is
now accepting enrollment for children ages
6 wks-13 yrs. We specialize in care for 2nd
shift as
well
as
Saturdays. We also
offer age appropriate
curriculum as well as
staffs that are participating in the CDA program. For more information, please come
by or call 767-0791.

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

753-8501

2BR 2BA 11 acres, 3
stall barn 24x30 1 car
garage with shop
$52,000 492-8500,
293-8156

11.1

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

We buy and sell good used furniture

Sat., Sept. 30, 2006
Personal Property sells at 9:30 a.m.
Real Estate sells at 12:00 noon
The Charles Duncan Estate

fl ti

Murray Ledger & Times

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
*All Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

2003 Dodge Durango,
leather interior, sharp,
$13,500. 759-8092

ADAMS
ELECTRIC

2001 Kra Spcirtage,
power locks & windows, high miles.
$3,000. (270)293-0389

Licensed & Insured
No job too small!
After how's Of at your
convenience
Residential, Commercial,
Industnal, Remodel,
Trailer Poles, etc.
For ALL your
electncal needs.
CALL DALE ADAMS

2001 Nissan Xterra
XE, 4-wd, black, great
condition
(270)210-1612
2000 Ford Expedition.
93,000 miles, 2 wheel
drive, TV/DVD,
$10,200 OBO.
762-0540

270-293-8192
k N11141
%%
55015
•t
installation
• 'tostoni cloier
scrY Ise
• Ponds • flits
•liis&ii ml
'53-9503•978-04104

$500 police impounds!.
Cars from $500! For
listings Call 800-7494260 ext. N526

APPLIANCE
REPAIR & PARTS

Cruiser.
PT
2001
77,000 miles, great
condition. 435-4770

CHAD B. HUGHES
22 YEARS XPEIUI,SCE
(270) 226-9398
(270)492-8191

Vans
1999 Chrysler Town &
Limited.
Country
66,xxx, AWD, $9,500
OBO. 270-759-0159
'98 Toyota mini van.
436-2715

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

2005 GMC Sierra Z71
ext. cab 5.3 lite
engine, 4x4. Loaded,
35,500 miles. Call after
5PM 436-2794 or
293-0496

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub
& tree trimming
Satisfaction guaranteed
Call 753-1816
or 227-0611
293-4954 Affordable
carpentry, decks, roofs,
sagging floors. Call
Greg Collins.
IIIRI I ()kkN

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home. Home repairs,
roofing,
additions,
decks, floor repair &
coverings, siding.
—FREE ESTIMATES—
Call (270)753-1499 or
731)247-5464
tcrobertsonawk.net
Calloway
Trash Service
•AUTOMATED BILLING
•CONTAINERS AVAIL
•RATES STARTING AT
$1 5/M0
761-3740 2934045

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work.
A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044
FLOOR covering
installer. 30 years exp.,
vinyl, carpet, laminate.
hardwood. All work
guaranteed. Insured.
serving Kentucky &
Tennessee
Residential,
Commercial,
Houseboats,
Recreational Vehicles
Call David Cutler at
270-556-8658

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for.
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks.
293-5438
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.
GARDEN OF EDEN
LAWN CARE

489-26896 293-6073
II %WS WASI I
Ni \\‘(-.1-‘11 \ I
• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
G&T Homebuilders
& Rome Repairs, A/dittoes,
Drywall & Rotating, Dciii, Siding,
Pressure Washing & Roofs
Four EstWoelles

2702,34371
Joe's Mower Repair
Free pickup/delivery.
436-2867
JS Lawn Care.
6 years experience.
Free estimates. Leaf
mowing,
removal,
mulching & shrub trimming. 705-1862
NADEAU'S
Construction
*Flooring *Decks
*Vinyl siding *All other
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed & Insured

For al your painting n--.s
Pressure Washing &
Sealing Decks
Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured
293-6034 • 436-2320
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete
removal, trimming, etc.
Also Tractor work,
tearing down buildings,
hauling, gutter cleaning.

Cleaning
DAVID'S
Services
We Specialize in
Cleaning"
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing
*Mobile Homes
•Bnck
•All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning
Available
•We Use Hot Water
*Parking Lots &
Dnveways
David Borders
(270)527-7176

CATHY'S
Wallpapenng, Painting,
and Cleaning.
270-978-0569
DIXON COMPUTER
CONNECTION
Problems Sokol
lionise lir husiiirss
*511 iscr hour
270-227-1087
25 Years t Apt rittitc

WE SERVICE
AD Major Appliances
and Most Mom Brands
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray
(270) 753-1713

David's
Home
Improvement

Carpet & Floors

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

Over 40 wars exp.
Sales & Installatioti

David Galltmore. Owner
WM Do Insurance WorV

753-7728

Visa I AlastetCaro Accepted

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
'since 1971'
•Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Dirt"
753-5827

731-247-5422
WEST Calloway
County Development
Dozer & Backhoe
work large & small
lobs.(new septic systems
installed) 210-3781
559-2032

Run a lx1 ad in our
Classified section
for only
$75.00 per month
(Includes shopper)
This space
could be yours
for $75
per month!

Call Classified
Advertising at
(270) 753-1916

1

COMICS / FEATURES
Woman with sex addiction
gets wrong offer of help

'Murray Ledger & Times

LookingBack
10 years ago

Published is a picture of Susan
White,executive director of United Way of Murray and Calloway County, going over a list
of potential business donors with
Peggy Billington and Craig
McDuffle, business division cochairs, during the continuing
fund-raising drive of United Way.
The photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a boy
to Brad and Beth Wyant, Aug.
16; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Wilson, Sept. 17; a girl to Knsten and Scott Owen, a boy to
Virginia and Larry Crutcher, a
girl to Julia Gaye and David Scott
Adams, a boy to to Angela and
Dan Curran Jr., Sept. 21.
20 years ago
The new National Guard
Armory on Ky. 121 North will
be dedicated on Nov. 2 at 1
p.m.
Published is a picture of Ralph
Robertson, Euin Jones and Junior
Eldridge putting finishing touches on a brush arbor created for
an old fashioned brush arbor
revival at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. O.B. Eldridge
were married 50 years Sept. 5.
Births reported include a girl
to Debbie and Barry Kennemore
and a girl to Lavonie and Jessi
Moss, Sept. 24.
30 years ago

Festival held Sept. 25 at Murray State University Stewart Stadium.
Angela Jean Manning was
named "Miss Rangerette" at the
fifth annual pageant, sponsored
by Tau Phi Lambda sorority of
the Woodmen of the World.

Brent Newport, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn., died Sept. 26 from injuries

sustained in a two-car collision
near Calvert City.
Murray High School Band
was rated superior at the Murray Regional Marching Band

DEAR ABBY': I am a 27year-old female who has been
in numerous relationships in the
past. All ended with my being
unfaithful or having an overwhelming desire to be. I can't
seem to maintain a relationship for more than a short
period
of
time due to
this.
I recently
sat
down
and admitted
to
myself
that I ant
practicing
sexually
Dear Abby destructive
behavior. I
know what
By Abigail
I'm doing is
Van Buren
just
plain
crazy, but I can't seem to stop.
I did some research on sexual addiction and have considered attending meetings to help
me get this under control.
The problem is, I told a
(male) friend of mine about
my problem. It was someone
I care about and had a previous relationship with. I was
shocked by his response. He
said maybe my problem is I've
been trying to stifle my desires
and I should explore them
more -- by attending sex parties with him! Was that an
appropriate response? Frankly,
it took me aback. I don't know
who else to ask about this, as
I have not confided in anyone else. Should I cut him
out of my life or forgive his
ignorance? -- LOST IN TEXAS

40 years ago

Pfc. Billie I. L. Lauffer was
killed in action in Vietnam on
Sept. 21. He had been in Vietnam only three days with the
First Air Calvary Division of
the United States Army.
Contracts were signed yesterday for construction of $2.4
million addition to the science
building at Murray State University, according to Dr. Ralph
H. Woods, MSU president.
Mrs. Bill Williams was leader
of the program, "Understanding
Others," at a meeting of WSCS
of Coles
Camp
Ground
Methodist Church at her home.
50 years ago
Karl Warming,

administrator
of Murray Hospital, was speaker at a meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club held at Murray
Woman's Club House. He was
introduced by A.J. Kipp, chairman of the Civic Improvement
Committee.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. J.C. McCaleb, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. James Mayfield, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Collins, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Sherman Powell, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Inman,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Gilbert Richardson and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Duncan.

Todayinffistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Sept.
27, the 270th day of 2006. There
are 95 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 27, 1964, the Warren Commission issued a report
concluding that Lee Harvey
Oswald had acted alone in
assassinating
President
Kennedy.
On this date:
13

In 1939, Warsaw, Poland,
surrendered after weeks of
resistance to invading forces
from Nazi Germany and the
Soviet Union during World War

In 1779, John Adams was
named to negotiate the Revolutionary War's peace terms
with Britain.
In 1854, the first great disaster involving an Atlantic
Ocean liner occurred when the
steamship Arctic sank with 300
people aboard.
In 1928, the United States
said it was recognizing the
Nationalist Chinese government.

In 1942, Glenn Miller and
his Orchestra performed together for the last time, at the
Central Theater in Passaic, N.J.
prior to Miller's entry into the
Army.

El II_ Cl;INJIDIECO
LAI-01.1, I THINK I HEARD
SOME114I1G DOWNSTAIRS/
SETTER GO CliECK IT OUT

Tuneless humming increases
with hearing loss

DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
an elderly relative who hums
frequently and for long penods of time. She doesn't hum
a tune, Just random tones. She
has done this for about 10
years or so, and it has increased
in frequency. It's a
soft, mild
hum. She
has
pro60111
nounced
DEAR ABBY: I am 46 and
hearing loss,
the mother of two adult chilwhich has
29.
I
am
dren, ages 27 and
progressed
on disability because of mulover time.
tiple sclerosis(MS). I am doing
has
Dr. Gott She
well, but I'm weak and tire
hearing aids
easily, and it's important that
but
wears
By
I avoid stress. Both my parthem very
Dr. Peter Gott infrequently.
ents died within the last five
years.
The majority of the humming
My kids know I inherited
is done during inactive times,
money from my parents, and
like riding in a car or sitting
they throw it in my face when
at the table. She hums briefly
I don't pay for things for them.
while walking to a car, etc.
My married daughter believes
DEAR READER: Deaf
it is my responsibility to propeople often hum. I don't know
vide money for her to go to
the reason for it — perhaps
college. She has been very nasty
it is because such people can't
to me, including vicious namehear the humming — but it
calling and screaming. Each
is harmless and would probaphone call ends in a request
bly disappear if your relative
were to use her hearing aids.
for money. Now she's refusOr, if you are concerned, have
ing me access to my grandher examined by an otolarynkids, and even drove to my
gologist.
house to rip their picture from
DEAR DR. GOTT: About
my walls.
your no flour, no sugar diet:
Abby, I have been on disDoes the sugar mean granuability for several years. I need
the money to take care of me. lated sugar, and does it include
sugar in fruit? What about
What do you think about adult
honey?
children who hate me for inherI am elderly and desperateiting? I have no intention of
ly need to lose weight because
giving into the strong-arm tacof health problems. I feel my
tics of a married woman. -diabetes medication has caused
HURT IN ST. LOUIS
matter what
HURT: Good! a steady gain no
DEAR
I have cut out. I am not as
shouldn't.
Neiyou
Because
active as I used to be because
ther of your children has a
of arthritis but have tried 1,200"right" to a penny of your
to 1,500-calorie diets, and the
money -- particularly in light
of the fact that you need it
for your own support. As to
your daughter's outrageous
behavior, has she always
East dealer.
behaved like this? If so, rememNeither side vulnerable.
ber this is the core of her perNORTH
•6532
sonality. Giving her money
A
won't change it.

DEAR LOST: Cross this
"friend" off your list immediat. Instead of supporting you,
he is attempting to take advantage of your illness. You had
it rigttt the first time. Joining
a group that will help you to
overcome your compulsion will
be a giant step toward healing. Please don't wait, and
don't look back!

Walt

DEAR READER: My noflour, no-sugar diet allows for
natural fruit sugars but prohibits
cane sugar and other highcalorie sweeteners.
To give you related information, I AM sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Living with Diabetes Mellitus." Other readers who would
like a copy should send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter, PO
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
I also suggest that you purchase my new book "Dr. Gott's
No Flour, No Sugar Diet." It's
an in-depth look at my diet
and contains meal plans, food
lists, recipes, and much more.
You can purchase the book
directly from the publisher
online at www.quilldriverbooks.com or by phone at
(800)605-7176. It is also availat
online
able
www.annazon.com or at Barnes
and Noble. Your local book
store can even order it for
you.
DEAR DR. GOTT: How
serious is a malignant tumor
in the bladder? How is it taken
care of?
DEAR READER: Some
bladder tumors grow slowly,
while others are aggressive.
Your urologist can answer your
specific question once he or
she knows the microscopic
characteristics of the cancer.
As a general rule, bladder
tumors are removed surgically, and the patient thereafter
bladder
undergoes annual
examinations.

To give you related infoimation, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Bladder and Urinary Tract
Infections."

•••

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also known
as Jeanne Phillips, and was
founded by her mother, Pauline
Phillips.

•10952
4K 654
EAST
WEST
•Q109
—
KQ,198 4 3
V7652
•Q 8 7
•A KJ 3
+ —
40().19 8 7
SOUTH
IA KJ874
,lo
•6 4
4A 1032
The bidding:
North
South West
East
4+
4V
3+
3•
king of diamonds.
Opening lead

It was a constant source of wonder to the members of the club that
Sylvia, who wasvery' accidentprone, could capitalize so often on
this infirmity and produce astonishing siieresses.
Take this deal where Sylvia was
declarer in four spades. West led the
K-A and another diamond, which
Sylvia ruffed. When she next cashed
the ace of spades, West showed out,
so Sylvia crossed to the ace of hearts,
returned a trump and finessed the

jack.
Had Sylvia now drawn East's last
trump by playing the king - as she
fully intended to do — she would
surely have gone down one, eventually losing two club tricks regardless
of how she continued.
But when Syhia reached for the
king of spades, she accidentally
played the card next to it, the eight of
spades. East thus found himself on
lead with the queen and was forced
to return a heart. Sylvia discarded a
club from her hand as she ruffed in
dummy, bringing about this position:
North
•10
4K 654
East
West
•.1
Immaterial
4Q J 98
South
•K 7
+A 10 3
Despondently, Sylvia led a club to
the ace and played her last two
trumps, hoping a miracle of some
sort would save her from her earlier
inadvertence.
Sylvia did not have long to wait
for her deliverance. Oil the last trump
lead. West could not discard safely,
and Sylvia once again chalked up a
sensational triumph as a result of her
miscue.

Tomorrow: Double trouble.
C2006 king F eatures Syndicate In
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1 Bird-feeder treat
5 ice mailer
8 Profound
12 — spumante
13 Military addr
14 Straw items
15 It may be
spliced
16 Swing
oft-course
17 Popular
one-named

singer
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THIS EVENING WE'Re
FEATURING 'WINGED THINGS"

"ARTIFICIAL SPARROW
FLAVORING ADDED"

"CHOICE CUTS OF CHICKEN,
'TURKEY,OWL, FALCON EMU,
AND PENGUIN"

-rkArs WHAT
GIVES 11'
11'5 ZING

04
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THE FEELING THE
504001. SUS 14A5
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doesn't show a signifi-

cant weight loss

ContractBridge

DEAR ABBY: This is the
first time I have ever written
you, but I'd like your opinion
about something. Do you think
that good and moral qualities
in a person are taught, instilled,
or just come naturally to people? I'm talking about things
like honesty, optimism, sincerity, tidiness, consideration,
charity, fairness, etc. -- CURIOUS IN TEHACI4API,CALIF.
CURIOUS:
I
DEAR
believe the qualities you mentioned are taught, modeled by
parents who set examples for
their children to follow. And
they are instilled when a child
is very young.

El V 1E3 L.LJ
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18 Speaks
hoarsely
20 Prackal guesSon
22 Mars explorer
24 Hive dweller
27 Apple remnant
30 Art gums
32 Low voice
33 Before, to Blake
34 Gator's cousin
35 Ballgame tare
(2 wds
37 Nasty remarks
38 Have — — at

:GET INTO%

39 One more time
41 Bungle
42 Adult fillies
46 Pack tin
49 Scepter go-with
51 Sundance Kid's
girl
53 Big Dipper bear
54 'Skip to My —"
55 Razorback
56 House shaders
57 Kind of detector
58 Not for
DOWN
Give in the rrsdzle
Net surfer
Sicily landmark
Affinities
Authority thyph )
— — creek
Not anyplace
Near-miss
response
9 Mr Woosnam
10 Pigpen
11 Hockey's
— Tikkanen
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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maybe
40 Fill with
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Horoscope

-Tv aVtin—s iMirsday,September 28, 2006

IN IsomNos NW

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Thursday, Sept. 28, 2006:
You have your own style and
way that draw many people to
you. Think positively about
what you can do and accomplish. You always have the right
words to fill a gap or someone's
shyness. If you are single, you
will discover just how desirable
you are. Don't kid yourself.
Many different relationship possibilities stream into your life.
Decide what type of bond you
want, then choose the person. If
you are attached, your relationship warms up because you
want it to and will do what it
takes. SAGITTARIUS easily
opens up to you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You could be floored by
another's response, so much so
that you need to regroup and
rethink your feelings about this
person. Use your strong drive to
accomplish all that you can. Your
creativity helps you take a new
spin on a situation. Tonight: Note
what isn't being said.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You do best with individuals rather than groups. In fact.
a meeting or news from a friend
could shake you up. Get past
this, problem. Don't let anyone
drag you down. Stay in touch
with your energy and creativity.
Tonight: Togetherness continues
to be a theme.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Others want your
attention, though you might not
appreciate the manner in which
they get it. Adjust your schedule,
especially if the boss is out of kilter. Seek out answers and read
between the lines. Tonight: Say
yes to an invitation_ You might
have more than one choice.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Dig into work, though
you might need to rethink a project when it appears that a basic
concept was off. Your ability to
flex and work with changeable
situations comes through. You
are ,anchored and directed.
Tonight: Squeeze in some exercise.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Let creativity open up
different situations right now.
You find that someone else has
many suggestions. Brainstorm.
A personal bond or a relationship
is highlighted. A partner could be
out of sync. Tonight: Do only
what you deem is fun.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You might feel as if you
are in a pressure cooker as tension builds from the various
areas of your life Someone's
lack of support could really bother you. Be willing to adiust and
flex, but also know when to say
no. Tonight: Mosey on home.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You have always had a
way with words, and today is no
different. You express force and
direction yet caring and gentleness. This combo could be
especially intriguing to a potential loved one. Think positively.
Tonight_ Chat over dinner.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
** Deal with a financial matter
before it deals with you. You
might not like what you hear, so
back off of a risk This gamble
could easily backfire. Gain a perspective through a discussion
with a family member. Tonight.
Treat yourself or someone else
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** You can surmount a
domestic or personal hassle
Your perspective could change
radically. Your high energy and
drive help you hit a home run.
You have quite a team behind

you. Give others credit Tonight
Make happy plans. You beam,
and many want to be around
you.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
** Slow down and take your
time. You have been seeing a
situation much differently thanks
to uproar or a change. You make
a must appearance. Others clap
as you lead them. A project
could be near completion
Tonight: Extra R and R.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** A friend plays a powerful
role in your life but still might
cost you a lot more than you
realize. Do you lose your common sense with this person?
Although you have fun together,
there could
be damages.
Tonight. The action is where you

tkes
Home

are.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You could be undermining
an authority figure without even
meaning to. Stop and think
about your actions before you
act. A key associate is unusually
supportive and paves your way.
Good news heads in your direction. Tonight: A must appearance.
BORN TODAY
Actress Moon Zappa (1967),
actress Brigitte Bardot (1934),
actor Peter Finch (1916)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2006 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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GIRLS GOLF REGIONAL

Twice As Nice

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Tomes

Lady Laker junior Lauren Harlan (30) tries to beat Marshall County's Laura Banik (14) to the
ball during Tuesday's Second District soccer action at the Jim Nix Soccer Complex. The Lady
Marshals remained undefeated with a 5-1 triumph over Calloway County.

Still Perfect
MARSHALL COUNTY REMAINS UNBEATEN
WITH 5-1 VICTORY OVER LADY LAKERS

Photos Provided

Calloway County's Ellie Fisher (top) sizes up her put on No. 4 at Tuesday's First Region
Tournament at Ballard County Country Club. (Bottom) Murray High's Katnna Olson
watches her putt head toward the cup during yesterday's play. Fisher fired a 106 to lead
the Lady Lakers, while Olson finished with a 118.

TALLEY REPEATS
AS INDIVIDUAL;
HEATI1 BRINGS
HOME TEAM TTTLE

won the overall team event.
This year, however, the Lady
Tigers didn't have enough
players to compete as a team.

Christina
Individually,
Veach shot a 109 and Katrina
Olson had a 118 for the Lady
Tigers.

Staff Report
Undefeated Marshall County scored the first
four goals of Tuesday's Second District matchup
at Calloway County, ripping the Lady Lakers 5-1
at the Jim Nix Soccer Complex.
Ashley Smith put the Lady Marshals on the
board with an unassisted goal early in the match.
Taylor Estes, who scored a pair of goals on the
night, put her first point on the board off a Tiffany
Gold assist for a 2-0 MCHS lead.
Laken Dirkes gave Marshall a 3-0 cushion by
the halftime break when she scored off a Brittany
Anderson assist.

Kalli McCoy put the Lady Marshals in front 40 before Calloway (5-8) finally got on the board
on an unassisted goal by Haley White. Estes then
capped the scoring with her second goal off another Anderson assist.
Marshall (11-0-1) — whose only blemish this
season came in 0-0 tie against Greenwood on
Sept. 2 — outshot CCHS by a wide margin, 22-2.
Beth Ross had seven saves for Calloway, while
Kelsey Greer recorded six. Marshall goalkeeper
Kelsey Cromwell had just one save.
Calloway County returns to the field on Friday,
when it hosts crosstown rival Murray High at 5:30
p.m.

How Sweep It Is
LADY TIGERS SHUT OUT
GRAVES COUNTY; MCCUISTON TURNS
IN HAT TRICK AGAINST EAGLES

Staff Report
LA CENTER, Ky. —
Emma
Twelve-year-old
Talley of Caldwell County
played steady golf on
Tuesday, firing a 72 despite a
triple-bogey on the backside
to win her second straight
regional golf title at the
Kentucky High School Girls'
First Region Tournament at
Ballard County Country Club.
On the local front, Ellie
Fisher fired the low round for
Calloway County with a 106.
Teammate Courtney Swift
added a 111, and Katie Tindell
finished with a 117. Safiah
Hassan carded a 130, giving
the Lady Lakers a team score
of 464. They were outdone by
Heath, who finished first with
an overall score of 320.
Marshall County (407),
Hickman County (412), Lone
Oak (417), Graves County
(423), and Livingston Central
(436) rounded out the other
top scores.
A year ago, Murray High

It

•

Pember
Meagan
defender
Staff Report
MAYFIELD, Ky. — Amy helped secure the win for
Futrell's first-half goal was the Murray, heading a corner kick
lone score in Tuesday's Second from Leslie Curtis out of the
District battle between Murray goal area to prevent the score
High and Graves County, giving with around two minutes to go
in the contest.
the Lady Tigers a 1-0 victory.
Pember paid for the save,
With the win, Murray (9-5-1)
swept the season series from the though, as she was reportedly
Lady Eagles (5-9), who also fell transported to the hospital for
to the Lady Tigers 4-1 on Sept. precautionary reasons after hit14. The two squads are expected ting her head on the goalpost
to meet again in the upcoming during the play.
Murray High also staved off
Second District Tournament.
That matchup will decide a another Graves scoring attempt
berth in the First Region when a Mayra Gonzolas' header
off a corner kick went wide left
Tournament.
Futrell put MHS in front for of the goal with about 17 mingood at the 13-minute mark of utes remaining in the match.
The Lady Tigers won the batthe first half, when she took a
pass from teammate Sydney tle of shots 12-6. MHS goalSmith and then booted the ball keeper Whitley McCuiston had
passed Graves goalkeeper Sarah three saves, while Brown
recorded four for the Lady
Brown for the score.
The Lady Tiger defense did Eagles.
Murray returns to the field on
the rest, holding the Lady Eagles
to just six shots on goal. Senior Friday, when it travels across

town to take on rival Calloway
County in a key district matchup
at the Jim Nix Soccer Complex.
The match is scheduled for 5:30
p.m.
Boys
Tigers 5, Graves Co. 2
Blake McCuiston scored
three goals in the second half to
lead Murray to a Second District
win over the visiting Eagles at
the Mallary France Soccer
Complex.
The Tigers (8-5), who have
now won three in a row after a
three-match losing streak, took
an early lead when Cameron
Barth scored off a Matt Hines
assist just one minute into the
contest.
Damn Sullivan knotted the
score for Graves (4-11-1) with
an unassisted goal at the 19minute mark. The two squads
remained in a deadlock entering
the halftime break.
McCuiston, however, ended
the tie midway through the second half by scoring on a penalty
kick. The senior striker then
ignited a string of three goals in
•See TIGERS,2C

PREP VOLLEYBALL ROUNDUP

Laker, Tiger netters post victories
CCHS BEATS FULTON COUNTY; MHS WINS AT GRAVES COUNTY
In the junior-varsity match, the Lady scores of 25-21 and 25-17 despite dropStaff Report
Lakers earned a two-set victory by ping the first set 25-21.
Lady
The streaking Calloway County volof 21-19 and 21-13.
scores
Senior Angelique Jones was the Lady
leyball team posted another win on
was
Calloway
for
way
top player last night, recording a
the
Tigers'
Leading
Tuesday night. easily downing visiting
nine points. match-high 16 assists to go with seven
had
who
Stone,
Kailey
sets.
two
Fulton County in
Haley Fain accounted for six, while digs and one kill. Leah Dieleman led the
The Lady Lakers (17-8), who have
had five points and one ace. team in digs with 10. She also had five
Dietz
now won three consecutive matches and
Rogers had two kills. Dietz and kills and two aces.
Allison
six of their last seven, claimed last
one apiece, while Dietz had
added
Fain
Katy Garrison had eight digs, five
night's contest by scores of 25-7 and 25two assists and Katie Bazzell one.
and two kills, while Samantha
blocks
14.
The Lady Lakers will host Heath on
12
added seven kills, six digs and
with
Thurman
CCHS
paced
Hendon
Alley
Thursday at Jeffrey Gymnasium. JV
points and two aces. Brittnee Dietz action begins at 6 p.m., with the varsity two aces. Lauren Oswalt contributed
seven blocks, five digs, two kills and
came off the bench to add eight points match to follow.
and one ace, while Teala Penick had
one ace. Rachel Bowman had one assist.
Murray High: The Lady Tigers
four points and an ace. Abby Kelly led
The Lady Tigers return to the court
Graves
a three-set win over
the squad in kills with five, while earned
action at Tiger on Saturday, when they travel to
Tuesday's
during
County
Amanda Schroader contributed four.
Paducah to compete in the Paducah
Gymnasium.
Allie Thompson added two kills and
Tilghman Invitational.
by
match
the
Murray (12-10)claimed
Hendon had one

SCOTT NANNEY,
Ledger & Times

Calloway County senior
Mandie Schroeder (24)
hits the ball over the net
during the Lady Lakers'
two-set victory over
on
Fulton
County
Tuesday night at Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
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CCMS rolls to [SCOREBOARD---I
doubleheader
'overstock
Iowanslimy
sweep of Heath

REDEDICATION

-tigxesenting

Sponsored By:

SHERRY PURDOM/Murray Schools
TIGER HONORS:(Above) Former Murray High Tiger football players (from left) Don Faughan, Tommy Latimer and
Kenny Humphnes pose for this photograph dunng the tailgating portion of the Ty Holland Stadium re-dedication celebration, which was held on Fnday, Sept. 22. The trio were
players on the 1961 MHS team, coached by the late Ty
Holland, that won a state championship. (Bottom) Former
MHS coach Rick Fisher and former Tiger standout Lindsay
Hudspeth display a plaque of Holland during a pre-game
ceremony last Friday.

Lady Racer soccer
falls at SEMO
By MSU Media Relations
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.
— The Murray State women's
soccer team suffered a 2-0 loss
on Tuesday night at Southeast
Missouri State.
The loss dropped the Racers
to 0-1-1 " in Ohio Valley
Conference play, with Friday
and Sunday home matches now
on the schedule.
Tuesday's match entered the
halftime break with the two
squads deadlocked in 0-0 tie at
Houck Stadium.
KriSta
Llewellyn,
last
week's OVC Offensive Player
of the Week, looked like she
had a shot to put the Racers on
the board about 30 minutes into
the match, when she took a feed
from Rebekah Clay.
But
Llewellyn's shot was saved by
the SEMO goalkeeper.
At the 55th minute. the

Staff Report
The
Calloway
County
Middle School softball team
continued to roll through its fall
schedule on Tuesday night,
sweeping a doubleheader at
Heath.
The Lady Lakers beat the
Lady Pirates 8-1 and 5-2 to run
their record to 22-6-1 on the season.
Tuesday's first contest was
scoreless in the top of the third,
until Calloway exploded with
six runs after two were out.
The rally started with backto-back walks to Taylor Futrell
and Jackie Metcalf. Karlee
Wilson then stepped to the plate,
blasting a triple into the gap to
drive in Futrell and Metcalf.
Kristin Boggess followed
with a walk, and Alyssa
Cunningham singled to bring
Wilson home. Lauren Benson
drew another walk, while Taylor
Armstrong closed out the scoring rally by driving a triple to
left field for a 6-0 CCMS advantage.
The Lady Lakers added two
more runs in the top of the

fourth to close out the win.
Calloway pitchers Lindsey
Rucker and Brittany Reynolds
combined to three-hit the Lady
Pirates, allowing One run while
walking only one hitter.
In
the
second
game,
Cunningham and Dera Hale provided the pitching punch, as the
two combined to toss a no-hitter
at the Lady Pirates.
Cunningham went three
innings, striking out three and
walking two, while Hale had
one strikeout and two walks in
the last two frames.
The Lady Lakers pounded
out 10 hits in the contest.
Boggess led the offensive attack
hits,
with
while
three
Cunningham added two. Also
hitting safely were Futrell,
Wilson, Benson, Armstrong and
Morgan Smotherrnan.
Benson,
Smotherman,
Cunningham and Boggess all
had run-scoring hits in the game.
On Friday night, the Lady
Lakers will open play in the
Heath Invitational against
Christian County and Lone Oak.

St. Louis loses
seventh straight

match turned in the Redhawks'
favor. Southeast took a commanding 2-0 lead with two
goals in the span of less than
two minutes on the clock.
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Things
SEMO grabbed a 1-0 advanhave gone so sour for the St.
tage at the 55:14 mark on a sucLouis Cardinals that even their
cessful corner kick. About two
ace is coming up empty.
minutes later, the Redhawks
Mike Cameron's two-run
struck again for their 2-0 lead.
The Racers ended the match double capped San Diego's fourwith
nine
shots,
while run seventh inning against Chris
Southeast had 11. Murray is Carpenter, and free-falling St.
now 1-2-0 lifetime in matches Louis saw its lead in the NL
played at SEMO, and the Central shrink to 1 1/2 games
Redhawks now lead the all- following the Padres' 7-5 victory Tuesday night.
time series 5-4.
"I don't think we played our
"This is a time when we need
style (of soccer)," said MSU to start winning ballgames,"
head coach Beth Acreman."We
can play much better.
The
Racers
host the
Governors Friday at 3 p.m. at
Cutchin Field. On Sunday, they
host Tennessee Tech at I p.m.

Carpenter said. "Unfortunately.
I couldn't come up with a big
pitch when I had to."
San Diego's magic number to
clinch the NI West is down to
four after its sixth straight win.
"It's amazing that we were
able to come back on him the
way we were," Padres starter
Woody Williams said. "It doesn't happen very often, but I
guess things were on our side
tonight."

John WUmS
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
93 64.592
x-New York
—
Philadelphia
11
82 75.529
76 81 484
Atlanta
17
17
76 81 484
Florida
70 87 446
Washington
23
Central Division
W L Pct GB
80 76 513
St Louis
—
79 78.503 1 1/2
Houston
78 79 497 2 1/2
Cincinnati
Milwaukee
73 84 465 7 1/2
Pittsburgh
65 92 41415 1/2
Chicago
17
64 94 405

West Division
W L Pet GB
San Diego
Los Angeles

85 72.541
74 529
76 81.484
74 83 471
74 83 471

83

San Francisco
Arizona
Colorado

—
2
9
11
11

•-clinched division

Tuesday's Games
Houston 7, Pittsburgh 4
Cincinnati 5, Fk3nda 3
Washington 4, Philadelphia 3
Atlanta 12, NY Mets 0
Chicago Cubs 14. Milwaukee 6
San Diego 7. St Louts 5
LA Dodgers 11 Colorado 4
San Francisco 4 Arizona 2

Wednesday's Games
Anzona (Vargas 11-10) at San
Francisco (J Sanchez 3-0), 235 p m
Houston (Hirsh 3-4) at Pittsburgh
(Chacon 2-3), 6:05 pm.
Cincinnati (Michalak 2-3) at Flonda
(A Sanchez 9-3). 605 p m.
Philadelphia (Harnets 9-8) at
Washington (Astacio 5-5). 605 pm
NY Mets (P Martinez 9-7) at Atlanta
(T Hudson 12-12), 6:35 pm
Milwaukee (Bush 12-11) at Chicago
Cubs (Hill 6-7). 7:05 pm
San Diego (Young 11-5) at St. Louis
(A Reyes 5-7), 710 p.m.
L.A. Dodgers(Lowe 1578) at Colorado
(Cook 9-14). 735 p.m.

Thursday's Games
Houston (Oswalt 14-8) at Pittsburgh
(Gorzelanny 2-4). 11:35 am
L.A. Dodgers (Penny 16-9) at Colorado
(B Kim 8-12), 2-05 p.m.
Cincinnati (Louse 2-5) at Florida
(Nolasco 11-10). 6 05 p m
Philadelphia (Lieber 9-10) at
Washington (O'Connor 3-8). 6:05 pm
NY Mets (0.1-lemandez 10-11) at
Atlanta (Davies 3-6). 6-35 p.m.
Milwaukee (Davis 10-11) at St Louis
(Marquis 14-15), 7.10 pm
San Diego (Peavy 10-14) at Arizona
(Batista 11-7). 8-40 pm

American League Standings
By The Associated Press
All Times CDT
East Division
W L Pet GB
95 62 605 —
x-New Your
Boston
Toronto
Baltimore
Tampa Bay

84 74 53211
83 74 529
58 89 433
60 97 382
Central Division

W

1/2
12
27
35

L Pet GB

62 605
1
63 599
71 551 8 1 2
Chicago
21
83 471
Cleveland
58 99 369 37
Kansas City
West Division
W
L Pct GB
91 66 580
x-Oakland
85 72 541
Los Angeles
6
79 79 50012 1/2
Texas
76
82 48115 1/2
Seattle
y-Detrort
y-lAinnasota

95
94
87
74

x-clinchecl division
y-chnched playoff spot

Tuesday's Games
Boston 5, Tampa Bay 1
Detroit 4. Toronto 3
N.Y Yankees 5, Baltimore 4
Cleveland 6, Chicago While Sox 0
Minnesota 3, Kansas City 2
Oakland 12. Seattle 3
Texas 5, LA. Angels 2

Wednesday's Games
Tampa Bay (Corcoran 4-9) at Boston
(Beckett 16-10). 605 p.m
Toronto (Lilly 14-13) at Detroit
(Robertson 13-12), 6:05 pm
Baltimore (Benson 11-11) at NY
Yankees (Wang 18-6), 6:05 p m
Chicago White Sox (McCarthy 3-7) at
Cleveland (Carmona 1-9), 605 p m
Kansas City (Redman 10-10) at
Minnesota (Silva 10-14), 7 10 p m
Oakland (Zito 16-9) al Seattle (Meche
11-8), 905 p m.
Texas (Eaton 7-4) at L.A. Angels
(Weaver 11-2), 9-05 p m.

Thursday's Games
Toronto (Burnett 9-8) at Detroit (Rogers
17-6), 12.05 p m.
Tampa Bay (Howell 1-3) at Cleveland
(Byrd 9-9), 605 p.m
Baltimore (D.Cabrera 8-10) at N Y
Yankees (Mussina 14-7), 6-05 p m
Kansas City (L Hudson 7.6) at
Minnesota (Baker 5-8), 7:10 p.m.
Oakland (Blanton 16-2) at LA. Angels
(Lackey 12-11), 9:05 p.m.
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Tuesday because of what his
publicist said was an allergic
reaction to pain medicine he was
taking for a broken hand.
Doctors reportedly tried to
induce vomiting.
Owens is recovering from a
broken right hand he hurt a week
ago Sunday. He had an operation the next day to have a plate
screwed in, enabling the bone to
heal without being further
injured. Dallas Cowboys coach
Bill Parcells said last week that
the pain medicine made Owens
The Cowboys were off this
past weekend and Owens was
back at practice Tuesday,
although he worked out on his
own. Parcells said Owens' hand
was improving and he was
expected back on the practice
field Wednesday. Owens chatted
briefly with reporters in the
locker room Tuesday afternoon
and seemed fine.
Owens. one of the league's
top receivers during his 11-year
NIEL career, is best known for

PURCHASE AREA
AQUACULTURE

-JW
A
CARPET
CLEANER

wild stunts on the field and other
publicity-seeking antics off it.
When the Cowboys signed
him to a $25 million, three-year
deal in March, they said their
background checks indicated no
red flags. In fact, team consultant Calvin Hill — who mostly
deals with troubled players —
said during training camp that
his department was not involved
with Owens because he didn't
have a history of those kinds of
problems.
Dallas police officials said
they were planning a news conference later Monday, but did
not immediately release a time.
A hospital spokeswoman said
early Wednesday there was no
patient registered as Terrell
Owens, although federal privacy
laws allow people to block their
name from being released.

From Page 1C
as many minutes with an unassisted goal with 16 minutes left.
Eagles' standout
Jorge
Bartolo answered just one
minute later to tie the score
again at 2-2 off an assist by
Derek Thomas. But McCuiston
answered back with another
unassisted goal at the 14-minute
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Catfish Fillets
2 & 5 Pound Bags or 15 Pound Box
Regular Fillets - 3.00 per pound
Desf Skinned Fillets - '3.50 per pouncii

MURRAY
HOME & AUTO

Saturday, September 30T"
8:00 am to 12:00 noon
At the Tri City Processing Plant

Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-2571
Hrs: Mon -Fri. 7:30 am-5:00 pm • Sat. 7:30 am-12:00 pm
www.murrayhomeandauto.com

Call 270-382-3100 for directions
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Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield
View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.
bennettmotorsinc
.com
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Terrell Owens
Owens' publicist and agent,
and the Cowboys, did not return
repeated calls from The
Associated Press. No teammates
or Cowboys officials were seen
entering the hospital late
Tuesday night.

•Tigers

Open To The Public — While Supplies Last

Inventory Reductfrin Sa1e-1
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COWBOYS' WIDE RECEIVER OVERDOSES ON PAIN PILLS

Rent It!

•

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can/
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

Police: T.O. tried to kill himself

DALLAS
(AP)
Flamboyant Dallas Cowboys
receiver Terrell Owens tried to
kill himself by overdosing on
pain medication, even putting
two more pills into his mouth
after a friend intervened.
A Dallas police report
released Wednesday morning
said Owens told his friend "that
he was depressed." Details of
the report were first released by
WFAA-TV.
The friend, who is not identified in the report. "noticed that
(his) prescription pain medication was empty and observed
(Owens) putting two pills in his
mouth." the police report said.
The friend attempted to pry
them out with her fingers, then
was told by Owens that before
this incident he'd taken only
five of the 40 pain pills in the
bottle he'd emptied. Owens was
asked by rescue workers "if he
was attempting to harm himself,
at which time (he) stated,
'Yes."
Owens was hospitalized late

Mu

mark, giving the Tigers the lead.
McCuiston added an insurance goal with two minutes
remaining, when he scored off a
Barth assist.
Murray High outshot Graves
13-4. Luke Welch recorded one
save tor the Tigers. Taylor
Pierce also played in goal but
did not record a save. Todd
Doran had eight saves for the
Eagles.
The Tigers will play at I
crosstown
rival
Calloway
County on Friday at 8 p.m.
before hosting Mayfield on
Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
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TV, radio
TODAY
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m
FSPN - Phrtadetphitat at Washington

SOCCER
1:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — UEFA Champions League
PFC Laval(' Solis vs Chelsea F-C at

Sofia Bulgaria
4 p.m.
ESPN CLASSIC — UEFA
Loewe, Weiler Bremen vs FC
Berosiona, at Bremen. Germany
(same-day tape)
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HEALTH
Type 2 diabetes becoming
more common in children

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
ALS AWARENESS PROCLAMATION: Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins,
seated at left, and Murray Mayor Tom Rushing. seated nght, sign a proclamation
Monday afternoon at Murray City Hall declaring the week of Sept. 24 -29 as Lou Gehrig
Disease (ALS) Awareness Week. They are joined by ALS campaign supporters, back
row, from left, Dr. Peggy Pittman-Munke, an associate professor and interim director of
social work at Murray State University; Christina Morgan, an ALS intern student at MSU;
Jim Strader, a board member of the Kentucky Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS)
Board of Directors from Cadiz; and Mark Kennedy of St. Leo Catholic Church.

Patients quit pills too early;
doctors give too little advice
By CARLA K. JOHNSON
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — Many
patients stop taking their medicine far sooner than they should,
researchers say, and that decision can be deadly when the
drugs treat heart disease or diabe(ek.
.
.
It took only one month after
leaving the hospital for 1 out of
8 heart attack patients to quit
taking the lifesaving drugs prescribed to them, a study of 1,521
patients found.
"One month is very surprising," said study co-author Dr.
Michael Ho of the Denver
Veterans Affairs Medical Center.
The heart patients who
stopped taking three proven
drugs — aspirin, beta blockers
and statins — were three times
more likely to die during the
next year than patients who
stayed on the pills.
The study didn't examine
why people stopped taking their
medicine, but the patients who
quit were more likely to be
older, single and less educated.
They're in good company.
Former President Bill Clinton
— a younger, married and welleducated patient — was prescribed a statin for high cholesterol when he left office. But he
stopped taking it at some point.
And at age 58. he had to have
quadruple
bypass
surgery
because of severely clogged
arteries that doctors said put him
danger of a heart attack.
The study of heart patients
appears in Monday's Archives
of Internal Medicine. The issue
features a group of studies on
patients who stopped taking
their medications.
One of the studies reviewed
medical records of 11.532 diabetes patients. It found that
those who didn't take their drugs
— hypoglycemics, blood pressure drugs and statins — had
higher rates of hospitalization
and death. The link was not as
pronounced as in the heart attack
research, but was still significant.
In two other studies,

By JUDITH WATSON, RN, to obesity and a Lack of physical
MS, CDE, CN
activity.
& DeANNA LEONARD,
Symptoms of Type 2 diaR.N., BSN
betes develop slowly and a perPurchase District Health son could have diabetes for a
Department
Diabetes long time without knowing it.
Education
Some people do not have any
Most people today have symptoms. The most common
heard of diabetes or known signs and symptoms include:
someone that has diabetes, but
— frequent urination
they may not know if they are at
— feeling thirsty and hungry
risk themselves.
all the time
Diabetes is a chronic condi— feeling tired all the time
tion when glucose (sugar) in the
— sores that heal slowly
blood is too high. High blood
— blurry vision
sugars over time can damage
— dry, itchy skin
certain organs such as the eyes,
— tingling or numb feet
kidneys, heart, blood vessels
Risk factors for developing
and nerves. Type 2 diabetes is
type 2 diabetes include but may
more common, accounting for
not be in all individuals who
90 percent of the cases diagdevelop
it:
nosed.
— family history of diabetes
Glucose is produced in the
— previously diagnosed prebody from foods that we eat and
is an important source of energy. diabetes ( blood sugar higher
Insulin, a hormone produced by than normal but not high enough
the pancreas, helps get the glu- to be diagnosed as diabetes)
— overweight( BMI 27)
cose into the body's cells and is
— lack of physical activity
used for energy. In Type 2 dia— age 45 or over
betes, the body does not make
— race/ethnicity, especially
enough insulin or the insulin
people of African American,
does not work right.
Type 2 is more common in Hispanic, Native American
adults, but a growing number of ancestry and some Pacific Island
children and adolescents are racial/ethnic groups
being diagnosed with type 2 due
— history of gestational dia-

betes or having a baby over 9
pounds at birth
— high blood pressure
— HDL cholesterol 35mg/d1
or less and/or triglycende level
of 250mg/d1 or higher
— polycystic ovarian syndrome
— history of vascular disease.
Treatment means healthiel
food choices, regular physical
activity, checking blood sugars
and in some cases, taking dia
betes medications. It is also
important to keep blood pressure and cholesterol in control.
Diabetes education (individual
or group) is another necessar)
part of controlling diabetes.
Type 2 diabetes can be prevented with healthy meal plan
ning, 30 minutes physical activity on most days and keeping at
a healthy weight. Diabetes
screening is the only way for
someone to know if they have
diabetes. See your healthcarcprovider or local health department today.
For more information about
education classes for diabetes
and/or prevention, contact the
Purchase
District
Health
Department at(270)444-9625.

Calloway County Red Cross to offer
adult CPR training Saturday at Lowe's
CPR can mean the difference threatening situation. For more ky.net.
The
Calloway
County
between life and death for some- information on the variety of
one suffering from cardiac arrest health and safety courses offered Chapter of the American Red
or other medical emergency. through the Red Cross, contact Cross is a agency of the MurrayBeing able to administer CPR the Calloway County Chapter at Calloway County United Way.
during the first few minutes of a 270-753-1421 or by e-mail at
medical emergency is crucial to callowayredcross@murraythe survival and recovery of a
victim. Having these lifesaving
skills allows you to become a
vital first responder in an emergency.
• To help encourage getting
these lifesaving skills and to
promote National Preparedness
Month, the Calloway County
Chapter of the American Red
Including the Treatment of
Cross will be offering a CPR
Hearing Loss and Tinnitus
Saturday during Disaster Blaster
on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 1
No Referrals Required
Dr. Phillip Klepper
p.m. at Lowe's.
Adult CPR only will be
taught to those who have never
Beverly Jones - Audiologist
had CPR training before (this is
not a recertification course).
Patricia Klapper RN - Hearing Aid Specialist
This course will be offered at
the discounted rate of $10 for
those who pre-register for the
class.
Pre-registration is
Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
required to take the class.
Red Cross training offers
300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071
complete, flexible programs that
help you stay prepared for virtu(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926
ally any emergency and life-

researchers found that cost pre"Generally, these medicavents many Medicare benefici- tions need to be continued to
aries from taking their pills and have their benefit," he said of
that doctors too often neglect to drugs that fight heart disease.
explain the basics about new But many factors, he said, conspire against regular drug-takdrugs.
In recordings of 185 patient ing: cost, side effects, depresvisits, doctors failed to mention sion, carelessness and a desire
a,neW drogra side effects or how s Pilot to be, sogneone idicida)ieut
long to take the drug in about lot of
In a study of 13,835
two-thirds of the visits.
One entire conversation Medicare enrollees, 29 percent
about a new prescription cap- of disabled people and 13 pertured on audiotape went like cent of the elderly reported they
had skipped doses or hadn't
this:
Doctor: "If I'm writing filled a prescription because of
antibiotics, are you allergic to cost. That research was done
before the new Medicare drug
penicillin?"
Patient: "No. I'm not allergic benefit took effect and the
researchers recommend more
to anything."
study to see what effect the new
Doctor: "Okey dokey."
Study co-author Dr. Detjung benefit might have.
One issue arising recently
Tarn of the University of
California, Los Angeles, said, and causing concern among
"We need to find quick and easy health advocates is the coverage
ways to communicate in ways gap in the Medicare drug benepatients can easily understand fit, which leaves the elderly and
disabled paying thousands of
and remember."
The research suggests that dollars out of pocket after their
patients and their doctors must drug costs reach $2,250.
work harder, said Dr. Patrick
!
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O'Connor of HealthPartners
•
in
Foundation
Research
Minneapolis, who wrote an editorial in the journal.
"Patients need to ask, 'What
are the most important medicines in my treatment, the ones
that will help me live long
enough to see my grandchildren
grow up?" O'Connor said.
Doctors, he said, need to tell
patients more about the drugs
they prescribe and then follow *
up with them.
"You think they know what a
•
statin is from watching television, but they don't know that
•
Lipitor is a statin or that Z.ocor is
a statin," O'Connor said of doctors.
He also said that if a patient
is taking six different pills, doc404 N. 4th St., Suite GH • Murray
tors should give advice about
which ones to stop if the cost
Get involved in supporting
gets too high.
our Democratic Candidates
Some patients assume they
quit their pills if the doctor says
thisfall!
their cholesterol looks good,
said Dr. Kim Eagle of the
Paid for by the Calloway Co. Democratic Party, David Ramey. Chairman
University of Michigan.

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care

ehysician's Hearing Center

7

NECK & BACK PAIN? HEADACHES?

Calloway County
Democratic Headquarters 1

NOW OPEN
11 am-6 pm

Monday — Friday
753-9418

dl

Dr. V. Wade Etherton & Dr. B. Dobry Etherton
Auto Accidents • Medicare & Medicaid Accepted
Most Insurance Covers Your Care
We'll File It For You'
Call Today For An Appoietatontl

759-0030

Etherton Chiropractic
1102 Chestnut Street (stross from Wendy's) • Murray

Home•Auto • Manufactured Home •Insurance available in city or county

Stuart Alexander

Donny Brittoin

Jerry Don Walker

Aksio Irvin
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Education Sec. backs ideas
to simplify college choices
By BEN FELLER
AP Education Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Education Secretary Margaret
Spellings launched plans Tuesday to redefine the college experience, promising less confusion and more results for families.
Spellings said she would
make a handful of changes on
her own and start building support for some of the more
sweeping ideas that came from
her higher education commission.
Chief among them is the
creation of a massive information-sharing system, opening
up greater review of how colleges and universities are performing. It would require vast
data collection on individual
students, already raising privacy concerns in some corners.
Spellings also pledged to
make it easier for people to
apply for financial aid and to
compare the price and the value
of one school to another. She
spoke of more federal college
aid but would not endorse a
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
request to raise Pell
specific
participates
in
TOSSIN' IT UP: Drew Snider, a sophomore Murray State University horticulture major from Franklin,
Grants, as her commission wantActivities
Association's
Campus
Government
Student
Sponsored
by
the
Tuesday's "Corn Hole Contest" on campus.
ed.
Board, the event was held as an opportunity for students to fellowship and get to know other classmates, it was reportSensitive to how colleges
ed.
would react to her plans,
Spellings heaped praise on
them. Then she mocked the
idea that everything is fine.
"Is it fine that college tuition
has
outpaced inflation?" she
Saturday
for
a
scheduled
for
the
try
to
disrupt
Buford,
Rbullhorns
to
Sen.
Tom
State
By BRETT
asked
in a National Press Club
solNational
Guard
Kentucky
Nicholasville, one of the spon- services.
BARROUQUERE
Buford said it was unlike- dier who died last week in speech. "Is it fine that only
sors of the law, said the 300Associated Press Writer
half our students graduate on
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — foot barrier is the same buffer ly the General Assembly would Iraq, military officials said.
Services for Sgt. 1st Class time? Is it fine that students
A federal judge has temporar- zone used to keep people from take up the issue again until
ily suspended Kentucky's law campaigning at voting precincts the legal proceedings have Charles Jason Jones will take often graduate so saddled with
place at London Funeral Home debt that they can't buy a home
played out.
forbidding protests within 300 during elections.
The federal government and in London, Ky. Burial will be or start a family? None of this
"It would seem we want to
feet of military funerals and
give at least as much rever- more than half of the states, at Locust Grove Cemetery in seems fine to me."
memorial services.
U.S. District Judge Karen ence to a funeral as we do an including Missouri, have enact- Keavy.
Even with the leverage of
Jones, 29, of Lawrenceburg,
Caldwell said Tuesday that the election," Buford said. "It seems ed laws restricting funeral pickher office and the ear of Preslaw goes too far in limiting like a sad day for our mili- eting. Laws in Missouri and was found dead in his quar- ident Bush, Spellings will need
Ohio are being challenged in ters on Sept. 20 from noncomfree speech. The law aimed at tary."
the ideas into action.
Caldwell said the buffer zone federal court by Westboro Bap- bat-related causes. Military offi- help to turn
Westboro Baptist Church of
In most cases, she will need
Topeka. Kan., which is known would stop more than just pro- tist, the ACLU or both. The cials said they are still invesfor its anti-gay protests, is too testers from speaking — it could Rev. Fred Phelps, who heads tigating the cause of his death. support from Congress, goverWestboro Baptist issued a nors, state boards of education
broad, the judge said in issu- restrict free speech rights in the church, and the church have
homes and on sidewalks and been sued in Maryland and statement Tuesday night say- and a complex mix of public
ing an injunction.
Missouri by family members ing it would picket Jones' funer- and private colleges.
"The zone is large enough streets.
al.
"It prohibits such activity of dead soldiers.
Her overarching theme is to
that it would restrict commuLutgens said Caldwell's rulnications intended for the gen- whether the persons involved
eral public on a matter com- in the activities are visible to ing could impact the laws in
pletely unrelated to the funer- funeral participants or not and other states, depending on how
al as well as messages target- whether they are making any those laws are written and their
Kentucky's
to
ed at funeral participants," Cald- sound that funeral participants similarities
-age rul- can hear or not," Caldwell statute. Phelps-Roper said other
well wrote in a
judges should follow Caldwell's
wrote.
ing issued in Frankfort.
The law, which also applies lead and strike down laws barEarlier this year, the Kentucky General Assembly passed to memorial services, wakes ring funeral protests.
"I expect if they're going
the law prohibiting nearly all and burials, was aimed at memprotests near military funerals. bers of Westboro Baptist Church to follow the law, it's the right
Lill Lutgens, general coun- who have toured the country thing to do," Phelps-Roper said.
Members of the Westboro
sel for the American Civil Lib- protesting at military funerals.
erties Union of Kentucky, which The church members claim the church have protested at funerfiled the suit, said Caldwell's soldiers' deaths are a sign of als for members of the Kenruling protects the First Amend- God punishing America for tol- tucky National Guard and U.S.
Army soldiers based at Fort
erating homosexuality.
ment.
The ACLU. filed the law- Campbell who have been killed
"We think Judge Caldwell
reenforced the importance of suit on behalf of Bart in action.
At their protests, members
freedom of expression," Lutgens McQueary, a Mercer County
said. "We continue to support man who has protested along- of the Kansas group carry such
the commonwealth's efforts to side the church members on signs as "Thank God for IEDs,"
improvised
explosive
the
protect funerals, but we know three occasions.
Protesters within 300 feet devices used by insurgents in
it's not necessary to violate
the First Amendment to do that." of such services would be guilty Iraq. The group has also
Shirley Phelps-Roper. the of first-degree disorderly con- announced plans to protest at
attorney for and member of duct, punishable by up to a funerals, but failed to show
Westboro Baptist Church, which year in jail. The bill also would up.
Funeral services have been
stages protests at military funer- prevent protesters from using
als, praised Caldwell's ruling.
"I'm surprised, but I'm
happy about it," Phelps-Roper
said.
Kentucky Attorney General
Greg Stumbo said he was considering an appeal.
"I believe that society has
an interest in honoring its war
dead. Funerals are times of
sacred and solemn reflection
N-1
which must be protected from
aggressive disruption," StumAUTO • HOME • FARM • BUSINESS • HEALTH & LIFE
bo said in a statement.

Judge halts law to stop military funeral protests

make everything about college
— choosing one, affording one,
succeeding in one — easier
for families. Parents should be
able to shop for a college as
simply as they shop for a car,
she said, with a clear expectation of what they will get.
Spellings admitted she's been
frustrated, as a mom, in getting those answers herself. Her
oldest daughter, Mary, is a
sophomore at Davidson College in North Carolina.
"Over the years, we've
invested tens of billions of dollars in taxpayer money and
basically hoped for the best,"
Spellings said. "We deserve
better than that."
The admonition drew a variety of reactions.
David Ward, president of
the American Council on Education, was the only member
of Spellings' commission to vote
against the group's recommendations. But he said Spellings'
speech eased his concern that
she was poised to enact some
one-size-fits-all standards.
"She was saying were very
good, but you can't be complacent," Ward said. "That is
so much better than saying,
'You're lousy and, by God,
we're going to stick it to you."
"I personally feel I can bring
a lot more people into the tent
after this speech," said Ward,
whose umbrella council is the
major lobbying voice in higher education.
The United States Student
Association liked the news that
the federal government planned
to simplify, and speed up, the
process of getting financial aid.
But a prominent faculty voice
said the basis of Spellings' agenda is all wrong.
The American Association
of University Professors says
the emerging vision of higher
education is only a marketplace, focused on outcomes and
skills. Developing a love of
learning and civic virtues, the
group says, "are marginalized
to the point of irrelevance."
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Murray First Christian Church
Disciples of Christ
Cordially Invite The Community to

HOMECOMING
Sunday, October 1, 2006
Dr. Greg Alexander, Regional Minister, Christian Church in Kentucky, will
Guest Speaker. Special Music by Ray Coleman.
A Potluck lunch willfollow the special worship service
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